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Icelanders are, as you might have noticed, very proud of their heritage. We
are in fact somewhat obsessed with it.
But there is one thing that the Icelandic
nation doesn’t mention very often when
it comes down to history, and that’s food.
Indíana Auðunsdóttir says in one analy-

sis of the rapidly changing food culture
in Iceland on page 27 that she thinks
Icelanders are a little bit ashamed and
embarrassed of their food culture. I think
she is dead right.
The Icelandic food culture hasn’t been
that great, although there has been im-

portant progress over time. Icelanders
became obsessed with American fast
food culture in the ‘80s and for a long
period of time you could not get anything
other than a hamburger and fries when
you were driving the Ring Road around
Iceland.
The reason for the lack of a rich and
various culinary tradition is simple, of
course; for a long time we had to figure
out store food over the long hard winter
months. This explains the sheep heads,
the shark meat and “súrsaðir hrútspungar” (pickled rams testicles). We also had
blood pudding, liver sausage and a lot of
innards.
Icelanders still celebrate the old ways
of preserving and serving food at the historical Þorrablót feast in midwinter, and
we had started to become accustomed to
the notion that this rocky island does not
offer good material for cuisine. But luckily we are starting to have more and more
talented chefs that are doing important
work for the rest of us. They are our food
fighters. And they are proving that Iceland is indeed a flourishing island when
comes to ingredients and possibilities
for fine cuisine. This new food explosion
in Iceland is something to pay attention
to. The only fitting way to embrace it is
to raise your glass and shout: Skál!
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expressed are the
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FM Belfast All My Power
The latest track
from perennially awesome party
band FM Belfast has
a familiar chirpy
8-bit/chiptunes feel
to the production,
and comes with
lyrics about shaking
off the blues, getting up out of bed,
and doing something with your life.
We’d suggest going
to see FM Belfast
play live as soon as
possible, and jumping up and down
to your heart’s
content. That’ll sort
you out. JR

eat
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Oddur Óskar
Kjartansson,
Valur Gunnarsson

Páli Ivan Frá Eiðum Expanding
We loved this
sparse, bassy track
when it first appeared in 2014, and
we still do as it’s
being re-released
in 2017. This time it
comes heralded by
a new video featuring Páll cavorting
maniacally with a
fire hose, and then
covered in blood in
a dingy basement,
muttering, “My body
is so full of hate.”
It’s just the tip of
the iceberg; an
album, ‘This Is My
Shit,’ comes later in
the month via Mengi
Records. JR

NYC-based solo
musician label
figureeight recently
announced that
it’ll be releasing
Gyða Valtýsdóttir’s
latest solo album,
‘Epicycle,’ internationally and on vinyl.
We’re thoroughly
smitten with this
record, which sees
Gyða rework some
of her favourite
compositions from
throughout musical
history. So the opportunity to buy it
on vinyl suits us just
fine. JR

Grísalappalísa Kvæðaþjófurinn
Grísalappalísa is an
art rock oddity that
feels particularly
Icelandic in nature,
not least because
of their reference—via their two
sharply contrasting
vocalists—to both
Iceland’s literary
and punk-rock
traditions. Their new
single is a fuzzy,
lo-fi garage-rock
shoutalong that
embodies their
explosive, electric
sound. An as-yetuntitled new LP will
follow in 2018. JR

Úlfur - Fovea
Úlfur’s new single
is something of a
departure from his
body of work to
date. A denselyorchestrated and
yet mellow acoustic
tune recorded
with Randall Dunn
and Alex Somers ,
it’s a promising
first taste of his
forthcoming album
‘Arborescence,’
slated for release
this autumn. JR
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you’d be right: they do. But Bright
Future gonna Bright Future.

Not-so-happy family

In our re-enactment of the cat and woman in tree story,
the two principal characters have been merged into one.

The Top
Stories
Aug 24th – Sept 8th
Words: Paul Fontaine

ists recently lost their drone to
a flock of angry swans, which
remote footage revealed had been
disturbed by the drone, prompting them to gang up and attack it.
Training swans to attack drones
may be an impractical solution
to the drone problem. We recommend learning how to use bolas
instead.

Are immigration authorities
deliberately trying to incite the
greatest amoun cisions? You’d be
forgiven for thinking so. Over the
course of the past two weeks, they
have denied asylum to a survivor of human trafficking and
her family, a father and daughter on the run from Afghanistan,
and a Hazara youth facing concerted persecution in the same
country. This is all despite Iceland
having passed laws and being a
signatory country for numerous
international agreements that are
supposed to protect such people.
Maybe immigration authorities
didn’t get the memo about the rule
of law? Who knows.

BREAKFAST
§

Pets will no longer have
to hide out in speak-easies
Júlíus Vífill

If your cat gets stuck in a tree, do
not attempt to rescue it yourself.
This point was made plain when
a young woman climbed a tree
to rescue her cat, only to get
stuck herself. Police and the fire
department arrived on the scene,
and ultimately a cherry-picker was
used to retrieve them both. Your
cat might appreciate your efforts,
but it needs you alive to fill the
food bowl. Leave cat rescue to the
experts.

BRUNCH
§

LUNCH
§

NEWS IN BRIEF Our top story:
someone has finally had to answer for what was found in the
Panama Papers. Júlíus Vífill Ingvarsson, a former Reykjavík city
councilperson for the Independence Party, is now being investigated for money laundering
and tax fraud. As the leaked data
from financial company Mossack
Fonseca revealed, Júlíus’ company,
Silkwood Foundation, had a Panamanian account with the Swiss
bank Julius Bär. There, he hoarded
money that he never reported to
tax authorities. And that may be
just the beginning. Well, someone
had to pay the price for what the
Panama Papers revealed. Couldn’t
have happened to a nicer person.

Bright Future, a political party
in the ruling coalition that simultaneously puts forward frivolous
parliamentary proposals and complains about getting made fun of
for putting forward frivolous parliamentary proposals, has submitted a new parliamentary proposal:
allowing pets in restaurants. It’s
the kind of proposal that you could
agree with, on some level, but
nonetheless prompts you to ask if
there aren’t maybe more pressing
matters a ruling coalition party
might have to deal with first. And

A cat, in happier times

DINNER
Angry bird, in happier times

Have you ever been in some peaceful part of Iceland, just enjoying
a quiet natural setting, when all
of the sudden the tranquility is
broken by the distinct whining
buzz of someone’s drone? Didn’t
that fill you with rage? Icelandic
geese understand. A pair of tour-

Cafe Paris | Austurstræti 14 | 101 Reykjavík
cafeparis.is | cafeparis@cafeparis.is | +354 551 1020
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That relaxing feeling of thousands of faecal bacteria swarming around you

ASK A

Scientist

Q: Why Is Reykjavík So
Dusty?

Words: Paul Fontaine

Literal Shit: You’re
Soaking In It

Sewage bacteria is thriving in the natural
pools of the Westfjords
Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photo:
Art Bicnick
Share:
gpv.is/nws16

One of the star attractions of the Icelandic countryside is bathing in a natural hot spring or naturally formed pool.
It’s a subject we’ve covered in numerous travel articles as something totally worthwhile to do. Recent news has
made us rethink that, or at least, made
us cautious about soaking in warm

MISSING IN ICELAND

Cat

Cafés
What pairs well with a
good cup of coffee?
Cute, cuddly, and
playful cats sitting on
your lap, of course.
Unfortunately, you
can’t experience this
in a café in Iceland.
Cat-themed cafés are
just not a thing here.
Starting mainly as
a tourist attraction
in Taiwan, cat cafés
have now been

water outdoors for a while to come.
Fréttablaðið has reported that measurements of faecal bacteria in some
natural pools in the Westfjords have
exceeded safe levels, in some cases by
as much as 200 times. Samples taken
from some of these pools showed
200,000 bacteria per decilitre, while the
safe level is closer to 500. As a point of
comparison, the raw sewage that accidentally poured into Reykjavík harbour
earlier this summer showed levels of faecal bacteria closer to 1,000 per decilitre.
Worst of all, Jón Reynir Sigurvinsson,
director of the Westfjords Health Authority, told reporters that they don’t actually
have the authority to do anything about it.

How did it get this bad? You probably know the answer already: a dramatic increase in visitors to these pools.
It should be noted that at many
natural pools, such as in Reykjanes
for example, there are signs posted,
warning people that the water is not
cleaned by anyone, and to bathe at
one’s own risk. That risk includes the
possibility of skin and mucous membrane infections, and if you swallow any
water, you’re likely to get pretty sick.
So if you do happen upon a natural pool
or hot spring, consider before you get in.
It could be risky. Then again, you might
also get bragging rights from being brave
enough to bathe in the face of danger.

implemented in
numerous cities
around the world.
Japan alone currently
boasts a total of
79 cat cafés (and
counting). Depending
on the type of café,
you can even adopt
a little feline friend
you’ve grown to love
over your cup of joe.
In the United
Kingdom, cat cafés
have stirred up
controversy. Many
organisations debate
that cafés aren’t
suitable spaces for
cats, and that they
need more room

government here
a little leeway with
accepting such a
new idea. Until very
recently, politician
Björt Ólafsdótti
put forward a
bill to legalize
animals in dining
establishments. At
least now there is an
honest effort being
put forward to get
cat cafés up and
running.
Considering the
amount of cats
roaming around
Reykjavík, you’d think
someone would
want to open the

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

and freedom. The
International Cat
Care organization
claims that these are
tricky spaces to work
with, but that it’s not
impossible to do so
ethically.
Iceland has
been known to be
particularly stubborn
when it comes to
furry companions—it
was forbidden to
have dogs as pets
until the 1970s. Given
that cat cafés are
still a strange and
unusual concept in
the western world,
we can allow the

first cat café here.
One could argue that
grabbing a cup of
coffee and strolling
the streets in search
of feline company
can suffice—but let's
be honest, it's just
not the same. Cat
cafés are designed
for cats to do what
they do best—lounge
and snooze in the
background. You
come in for the
coffee, but stay for
the cats. JM

One of the unfortunate features
of Reykjavík is that it tends to get
pretty dusty, especially in the
spring. Air quality declines, and
lots of blame is thrown around; air
pollution, people using their winter
tires when there is no ice on the
road, and so forth. But it turns out
the country itself shares a big part
of the blame, as Dr. Pavla Dagsson
Waldhauserová of the University of
Iceland and the Agricultural University of Iceland explains:
“Reykjavík is not only the Smoky
bay, but also a dusty bay. It is simply
because it is located downwind of
three active Icelandic dust sources—Hagavatn, Landeyjasandur and
Mælifellssandur. Iceland is not only
the largest desert in Europe but
also in the whole Arctic, not to mention the volcanoes. Icelandic meteorological observers have reported
one of the longest records on dust
events in the world. It started in
1931 and is still provided from the
most important dust passage places, such as Grímsstaðir in northeast
Iceland. We have about 135 dusty
days per year on average in Iceland, based on the reports from 30
weather stations. This is comparable to deserts in Iran, the Gobi in
Mongolia, and is much higher than
the deserts in the USA. Dust hot
spots in South Iceland are active
all year round, so sometimes you
can see snow-dust storms or black
snow. One of the most extreme
wind erosion events recorded on
Earth occurred also in Iceland with
a transport of 11 tonnes of dust
over a one meter wide transecting in about 23 hours. That would
be hard work even with a shovel!
Reykjavík suffers, however, from
anthropogenic air pollution as well,
mostly from the traffic (including
the nails on tires), ships emissions,
airplane emissions, smelters, concrete plants, local burning of any
materials, and fireworks.
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AROUND ICELAND IN 80 FACEBOOK GROUPS
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READER'S LETTER

“Family
Living: The
True Story”
A glimpse into the locals home-lives

Dear Grapevine,

Words:
Paul Fontaine

Share this article:
gpv.is/groups

The primary characteristic of Icelandic
humour is self-deprecation, and nowhere on Facebook will you find a better
The pictures all kind of look like this one, only less stylised
example of this than in the group ‘True
Story’. Although the posts are written
in Icelandic, it is heavy with images and of dirty laundry shoved into corners ourselves how it is that everyone else
videos that revolve around one central of laundry rooms, and seven half- can manage to have perfectly clean
empty bottles of and orderly homes while we continutheme: the eveK i n g S y r u p o n ally fall short. To be confronted with the
ryday conditions
“If you’re a parent
kitchen shelves. reality that, in fact, literally no family
of your typical
' T r u e S t o r y ' home is free from disorder and dishevfamily home.
wracked with guilt, or
serves an impor- elment is comforting and reassuring.
The group
an expecting parent tant function. All
If you’re a parent wracked with guilt,
features a variety of visual mesetting impossibly high too often, those of or an expecting parent setting imus with families la- possibly high standards for yourself,
dia, which will
standards for yourself, ment the chaos of this group is for you. It might also be
all make you
living settings; the group for you if you’re not a parfeel better about
this group is for you.” our
we berate ourselves ent but are wondering if you have the
how you’re livfor being bad par- stomach for it. 'True Story' is a soing— compared
to someone else. Get ready for photos ents because our homes are in a per- cial service, and one we welcome.
of The Things Under The Couch, piles petual state of disarray, and we ask

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

Words:
Elías Þórsson

LÓABORATORIUM

I am happy to share with my Icelandic
friends that I am in the hospital
waiting for my daughter Stefani to
give birth to her first child, and my
first grand baby girl. Her name will be
Selena Rose. Please share this joyful
time of my life as I also share with
you all, and please send prayers.
Your friend from San Antonio Texas!
Henry Delgado
Dear Henry,
Congratulations on becoming a
grandfather! We’re delighted that
we at Grapevine, of all people, are
the ones you’d contact during such
a pivotal moment in your life, and
your daughter’s as well. We’re truly
flattered!
Being a grandparent is the sweeter
end of the deal; you don’t have to
think past the present moment. For
instance, watching television for
hours with baby girl Selena Rose
might turn her into a sociopath—but
leave the aftermath to her parents.
You get to give all the treats without
any of the guilt.
When you’re reading her your
favorite Grapevine issue at bedtime,
we hope it’s a great bonding
experience! Good luck!
The Reykjavík Grapevine.

Örlagabytta
One of the things Icelanders do better than
most is alcoholism, which is probably why
we have 300 words for drunks. While the
availability of good words is extensive,
one word beats them all–örlagabytta. It is
poetic, magical and laced with Brennivín.
Literally it translates as “destiny drunk,” so
it gives perfect insight into a society built
on Christianity, drunkenness and misery.
The idea of destiny is also a nice way of
absolving the dipsomaniac of the responsibility for his sorry state. How can you
sober up if it’s your destiny to be drunk?

Write to us via Facebook, or email us at
letters@grapevine.is

Flags Of Our
Fathers
Words: Zoe Vala Sands
Picture: Still from the movie

US troops conquer Reykjanes

Apparently, the next best setting for
Joe Rosenthal’s famous Iwo Jima photograph was our own volcanic island—
specifically, on the Reykjanes peninsula. Clint Eastwood is on top of his game
in the film ‘Flags Of Our Fathers.’ He
did a pretty excellent job of adapting
James Bradley’s 2000 New York Times
bestseller to the screen. Like the novel,
the film follows the tales of the six flag
raisers on Mount Suribachi, depicted
in Rosenthal’s famous photograph.
I was expecting another Fuck-YeahAmerica war propaganda film, but I
must say, this one was more of a reminder of the apparent love-hate re-

lationship the U.S. has with its army
veterans. As far as U.S. war movies go,
the film does a good job of questioning
historical narratives of truth, and reveals the danger of glorifying survivors
of war as superheroes, as was done
with regard to the battle of Iwo Jima.
Regardless of what you think of the
history or the film, there’s no denying that Iceland is looking on fleek in
this film. Picture this: hunky marines
running through ominous oceans and
up long stretches of distinctive black
sand. The scene is war ‘Baywatch,’ basically.
It also features a bunch of Icelanders cast as “uncredited soldiers” and
“wounded marines.” Sometimes it's
useful to have extras who are up for
jumping into the freakishly cold Atlantic ocean. As an Icelander, you might
watch the film and go: “Oh hey, it’s that
guy I almost asked out.” Maybe satisfying… or maybe not.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

ting food on the table and keeping the
lights on but not at all as cool as Uncle Jón.

And a swing to the right

Öskjuhlíð from the air, ca 1955-1960, photo
by Gunnar Rúnar Ólafsson / Reykjavik
Museum of Photography

Illicit Love In
Öskjuhlíð

It used to be that Öskjuhlíðin hill
was the best place to go in RVK
for an American-style dating experience. You could park your car
overlooking the city, and there was
even a bowling alley nearby. The
legendary Icelandic songwriter
Megas mentions going there in the
hope of “getting some” on the album ‘Loftmynd.’ Rabbits have also
been known to use the area for
similar purposes too. But the tradition, it seems, goes much farther
back.
Around 1600, a farmer named Gísli,
who was the brother of a bishop,
went to Öskjuhlíð to graze his
sheep and came upon another
farmer’s daughter. They spent the
night there, but a shepherd came
upon them and notified the girl’s
father, who showed up, enraged,
and forced them to marry. Gísli later became a priest and did quite
well, and he and his wife had many
children. Still, the marriage was
difficult and Gísli was considered
to have married beneath his station.
The rabbits are still there, but the
bowling hall is gone. It has now
been turned into a gym called Mjölnir, named after Thor’s hammer,
where the MMA champion Gunnar
Nelson apparently works out. His
career of late is looking like a modern day tragedy... but that’s a different story.
Valur Gunnarsson

Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson

City Hall May Take
Hard Swing To The
Right
Conservatives are set to take over, new
parties enter the fray
ANALYSIS
Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photo:
Art Bicnick
Share this
gpv.is/ss16

Reykjavík City Hall might end up looking very different from its current form
when municipal elections are held next
spring. A four-party band of centre-toleft parties, which comprise the City
Hall majority right now, may end up being replaced with a decidedly right-wing
coalition, as well as the addition of newer,
more populist parties. How we got to this
point can be traced to an attempt to fill
the shoes of one of the city’s most popular mayors in recent memory, Jón Gnarr.

A tough act to follow
Jón Gnarr and his satirical Best Party practically swept city elections in 2010, falling
only one seat short of a clean majority.
Partnering with the ideologically similar Social Democrats (ostensibly because
current Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson had
watched all five seasons of The Wire, a
partnership requirement that Jón Gnarr
publicly declared), the Best Party was never
as popular as Jón Gnarr himself. The mayor enjoyed international attention, and
became the first mayor to move forward
with more contentious proposals—such
as granting a plot of land for Reykjavík

Lækjargata 8, tel: 5460006

Parties now are gearing up for next
spring’s municipal elections, and some
shake-ups are certainly in the works.
Sveinbjörg Birna, after four years of
virtual silence on the issue of foreigners,
turned to noted hate speech platform Útvarp Saga to complain that asylum seeker
kids are a drain on city schools, proposing
a kind of apartheid system with separate
schools expressly for these children. This
time, the Progressives didn’t pull any
punches. Condemnation of Sveinbjörg’s remarks was swift and resolute, and it wasn’t
long before she announced her departure
from the party. She is currently staying
on as an independent councilperson, but
has yet to announce with which party
she will run, if she decides to run again.
Also exiting the building is Independence Party councilperson, Halldór Halldórsson, who has long been a fixture in
city politics. His departure is in all likelihood due to the fact that the conservatives have always had a hard time hanging onto power in the city. Echoing the
effect Jón Gnarr had on centrist parties,
the departure of legendary politician Davíð
Oddsson from city politics many years
ago is something the Reykjavík Independence Party has never fully recovered from.

Muslims to build their mosque upon—by
virtue of having no interest in being a career politician. He made humourous videos, dressed in drag for Reykjavík Pride, and
popped up in interviews around the globe.
New faces
Four years later, the Best Party was no
more, but its sister party—Bright Future, These conservatives might have reaoriginally solely a parliamentary party— son to take heart. In a recent poll from
threw its hat in the ring for city elections, Fréttablaðið/Stöð 2, the Independence
and so did the Pirates. The Progressive Party is currently polling strongest of
Party, originally predicted to win exactly all for next year’s city elections, at 34.2%.
zero seats, became the defining party Amazingly, the next largest party is the
of the elections, when Sveinbjörg Birna Left-Greens, but only at 17.8%. The SoSveinbjörnsdóttir ran for office by making cial Democrats and the Pirates are holda lot of dubious and inaccurate statements ing on at 13.7% and 12.4%, respectively,
about Muslims and immigrants. Suddenly, but Bright Future and the Progressive
people forget about virtually every other Party are all but vanished, at 2.7% each.
issue: parties now defined
More interesting are
themselves by whether or
the new faces that might
“Whether this is take seats. The Reform
not they were xenophobic.
cause for cele- Party, currently in the
The Progressives got their
two seats, but it was a Pyrruling
bration or alarm, parliamentary
coalition, are polling at
rhic victory. The Social
Democrats won the lion’s the one thing for 5.8%, and The People’s
Party—a populist party
share of votes, and formed
certain is that whose chair, Inga Sæa coalition with Bright
Future, the Left-Greens
there’s seldom land, has also made some
and the Pirates, shutting
questionable statements
a dull moment about asylum seekers—
out the Progressives and
the Independence Party.
at a surprising 7.1%.
in Reykjavík city are
Dagur B. Eggertsson beWhat this means is, if
the current polling numcame Mayor of Reykjavík.
politics.”
During his tenure, he was
bers hold out, the current
hard-working, active on social media, majority is over. If the Independence Party
and charming, but there was one prob- gets these votes, they will have not one
lem: the Social Democrats were never a but two centre-to-right parties to choose
particularly inspiring party in city poli- from for a possible coalition. In other
tics. If Reykjavík is a family, the Best Party words, the old faces are moving out, and
was like your fun uncle who drops by to new faces are coming in. Whether this
take you to the water park and lets you is cause for celebration or alarm, the one
eat ice cream for breakfast; the Social thing for certain is that there’s seldom a
Democrats were more like mom—put- dull moment in Reykjavík city politics.

A RARE,
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY
Around, on and deep within the
awesome Langjökull ice cap glacier.
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Gasping For Air
After ten months of problems,
locals have had it with United Silicon

Closed for good?

Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photos:
Art Bicnick
Share this:
gpv.is/gfa16

By the time you read this, the United
Silicon plant in Reykjanes will have been
closed. Temporarily, mind you, while
“necessary upgrades and maintenance”
are performed. If those two sentences
sound familiar to you, they should; it’s
the same situation that has popped up,
time and again, since last November.
Only this time, the community of Reykjanesbær has absolutely had enough,
and more radical action against the
plant might be right around the corner.

Absolute beginners
Last November, nurse María Magnúsdóttir sought medical attention after

pollutants coming from the United Silicon plant had caused chemical burns to
the mucous membranes of her mouth
and throat. More residents subsequently
visited local health clinics with similar
complaints. United Silicon responded by
saying this was a one-time “beginner’s
mistake.” But then things got worse.
Videos taken within the plant itself
were leaked to the media. These videos
showed that the plant regularly unleashes unidentified emissions into the
surrounding air. The plant says these
emissions are composed of relatively
harmless silica dust, but respiratory
complaints from area residents still
continued.

A follow-up conducted by the municipality of Reykjanesbær, where the
plant is located, showed that arsenic
levels in the air around the plant were
approximately 20 times the acceptable
limits set by the Environment Agency
of Iceland. Calls for shutting the plant
down began to get louder.
In April, operations at the plant
were at last brought to a halt. Reykjanesbær residents began to breathe
easier. In the interim, specialists from
Norway were flown in to review the entire manufacturing process at United
Silicon, and offer counsel with the help
of the Environment Agency on how to
improve matters.
This process continued for several weeks. Then, late last May, United
Silicon operations commenced anew,
under the strict supervision of the Environment Agency. Not strict enough,
apparently, as respiratory complaints
and air pollution became a factor in
the community again, prompting the
group Andstæðingar Stóriðju í Helguvík (ASH), opponents of the plant who
have long called for it to be shut down
altogether, to redouble their efforts.

Qui bono?
One question that consistently arises
about this plant is how it can continue
to stay open, despite repeated and significant problems to the health of the

community. Why the resistance? Who
benefits?
United Silicon did not raise its
plant on its own, and money has come
from numerous big players in Iceland.
Amongst them are three different pension funds that invested in the plant,
but an even larger role is played by Arion Bank. Kjarninn reported last month
that the bank, apart from owning a 16%
share in the plant, is also a one of its
major lenders.
In other words, if the plant goes under, a lot of other people stand to lose,
too. At the same time, Reykjanesbær is
in Suðurnes, a region of Iceland that
has the highest unemployment rate in
the country. Jobs are scarce, and the
town council does not appear eager to
turn down employment or investment,
which may explain why it has hedged
its bets for so long.

Residents “held hostage”
Minister for the Environment, Björt
Ólafsdóttir, plays a key role in all this.
In her position, she has the power to
shut down the plant for good. In fact,
many people thought this was going to
swiftly be the case last autumn, when
she told reporters shortly after the parliamentary elections that “the chapter
of heavy industry in Iceland is closing”.
However, it appears that the chapter
of heavy industry is still far from closed.
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While environmental authorities have
been monitoring the plant closely, Björt
has mostly been silent about the plant
itself. That is, until last month, when
she took to Facebook to accuse United
Silicon of effectively “holding residents
hostage,” saying, “People are deprived of
their freedom as they close doors and
windows, and don’t dare send their children out as they obviously find the air
threatens their health and well being.”
This statement was made days be-

“It appears that the
chapter of heavy industry is
still far from closed.”
fore the plant was closed again, at the
beginning of September, to allow for
still more updates and upgrades, which
Icelanders have been assured, this time
for real and true, will put an end to pollution from the plant. Local residents,
however, remain unconvinced, and are
doing something about it.

“Are we going to keep
writing columns?”
ASH has a Facebook group with some
2,800 members, which has become a
sort of community organising centre
for those opposed to the plant. There,
residents have shared warnings with
one another about air quality, posted
videos showing pollutants flowing out
of the plant, and organised community
meetings with town council. It’s a place
for sharing information and discussing
tactics.
These tactics have included some
quintessentially Icelandic forms of protest, such as turning up at community
meetings wearing respirator masks,
planting signs reading “Cough! Cough!”

The United Silicon factory in Helguvík

around town, and the perennial Facebook profile pic change (in this case,
the coat of arms of Reykjanes stylised
to look like a gas mask). Other forms of
protest have been more direct, such as
the aforementioned community meetings, the creation of a protest fund, and
putting concerted pressure on elected
representatives to shut the plant down.
But even all of this might prove to
fall short of assuaging community concerns. As one member succinctly put

it, “Isn’t it time for us to take action, or
should we just keep writing columns?”
The time for words, as far as the community is concerned, is decidedly over.

The turning point
As mentioned, the plant is currently
closed while it undergoes sorely needed
changes. Management of United Silicon has provided repeated assurances
that when the ovens are switched back

on, the residents will be able to breathe
easier. Those assurances may be too
little, too late and if another pollution
incident happens again, all the bank
money in Iceland may not be enough
to prevent the community from stepping up their efforts to save the air they
breathe.
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The
Icelandic
Executioner
The Nazi informant
authorities saved

Words: Elías Þórsson
Photo: Archival
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In June 1945, large crowds of Danes
and Icelanders celebrated as Esjan,
the first ship to arrive from Iceland
since WWII ended docked in Denmark. Finally, the numerous Icelanders who had been marooned
under the iron heel of the Nazi
war machine could return home.
Among the returnees was the
27-year-old Ólafur Pétursson. He
had lived in Denmark and Norway
during the war and now wanted to
return to Iceland. As it happened,
the ship’s departure was delayed,
and before it could leave port, the
British troops in the area received
a message from Norway—Ólafur
was to be arrested and extradited;
he had been a spy for the Germans
under the Norwegian resistance.

“Villainous and
revolting”
The prosecutor in Ólafur’s case demanded the death penalty and in
1947 his trial began. He had been
responsible for getting dozens of
resistance fighters and sympathisers sent to concentration camps,
where many died. He escaped the
death penalty and was instead
sentenced to 20 years of forced labour. The court verdict wrote that
not only had he broken the law, but
that he had acted in a manner that
was “villainous and revolting,” and
that his crime had been the “worst
of its kind.” Several instances of
arrests made due to information
Ólafur had provided to the Gestapo
were mentioned, including the arrest of 22 Norwegians who had in
1942 attempted to flee to England.
Of the 22, 19 had been executed.

The fight to get
him released
But while the Norwegian courts
were trying a man they believed to
be among the worst Nazi inform-

Ólafur Pétursson

ants in the war, the full force of the
Icelandic diplomatic machine, under the auspices of Foreign Minister
Bjarni Benediktsson, (grandfather
to the current Prime Minister by
the same name) was fighting for
his release. In the end, following
numerous letters to Oslo and London, Ólafur was released. Following
his release to Iceland, Ólafur was a
free man, and he had served just
72 days of his 20 year sentence. In
the Norwegian media and parliament there was shock and confusion over the determined Icelandic effort to get the man called the
Icelandic executioner released.

ing NATO. When it was announced
that parliament had passed the
resolution, fighting broke out and
a number of pro-NATO civilians
armed with batons stormed the
crowd, inflicting beatings on the
protestors. There, among those who
behaved with utmost severity, was
Ólafur. In connection to his actions
that day, the newspapers recounted his past as a Nazi collaborator
and criminal, which was, according to Foreign Minister Bjarni, “inhumane” and “hurtful” to Ólafur.

A history of violence

Ólafur’s most high profile victim
was the Icelander Leifur Muller,
who due to information relayed to
the Gestapo by Ólafur was in 1943
sent to the Sachsenhausen concentration camp, where he remained
until the end of the war. In Leifur’s
memoirs he wrote about his shock
over how fiercely authorities had
tried to save the executioner while
not a single letter was sent to plead
with German authorities to get
Leifur released from the merciless
hell he suffered in the Nazi camp.

But Ólafur’s career of political violence didn’t end with him returning
to Iceland. He joined Heimdallur,
the youth arm of the Independence Party, where he supposedly
surrounded himself with young
acolytes with whom he discussed
“terminating” political enemies. In
1949, the biggest riots in Icelandic
history took place. On March 30th
a large number of protesters had
gathered in front of parliament to
protest against the country join-

Helping executioners,
forgetting the victims

TIME CAPSULE

Þjóðleikhúsið
Hverfisgata

Words: Jenna Mohammed
Photo: Art Bicnick
The National Theatre of Iceland is
one of Reykjavík’s most long-lived
art institutions. It’s hard to miss:
the building has an inviting atmosphere, with a baronial structure
and classic red carpet on the inside.
Opened in April 1950 and designed
by state architect Guðjón Samúelsson, the National Theatre sparked
public interest with all sorts of stage
performances, and still remains
true to what local theatre is all about
to this day. The award-winning venue has showcased productions such
as ‘Metamorphoses’ (2008), ‘Off Tar-

get’ (2009), ‘King Lear’ (2011), and
‘Macbeth’ (2013), to name just a few.
Funded by the government’s Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, the establishment is dedicated
to cultivating new and original Ice-

landic plays, musicals, dance performances, and classics both Icelandic
and foreign, along with productions
for children. There’s always a variety
of shows to see, and the building’s
interior is a pleasure in itself.
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Welcome to Jómfrúin
– home of the open sandwiches

Jóhannes Bjarni Sigtryggsson, Icelandic language specialist.

The Name
Blame Game

The Icelandic patronymic tradition could
disappear within decades
Words: Zoe Vala Sands
Photo: Subject's Own

lous to the outsider. Neither of these
names follows Icelandic language
structure. But as a sufficient numWhen a local mom was inspired ber of Icelanders carry the name
to name her daughter Blær after Judith, the name can be legalized.”
The working rules’ emphasis
a character from Nobel Prize
on the past means that
winner Halldór Laxness’
even though seven
book, the ominousIcelandic women
sounding Personal
bear the name Zoe
Names Committee
today, the name is
rebuffed her with
technically illegal
a simple, “Nei.”
since all Icelandic
The case dragged
Z oe’s are under
on for years, much
sixty years of age.
to the confusion
Meanwhile, even
and consternation of
though only two Icelanforeigners and Icelanddic women in history have
ers alike. Iceland is a free
ever existed bearing the
country, after all. How does
Jón Gnarr
distinctively non-Icelandic
a liberal society justify rename Zophía, because they
stricting citizens’ choice of
a personal and fundamental as- were born in the early 19th century,
pect of human identity, a name? the name is deemed legitimate.
The Personal Names Committee operates under the Personal
Discrimination of the
Names Act, which aims to “conname of Jesus?
serve the Icelandic naming tradition and vocabulary and especially As one might expect, the name
the patronymic system,” accord- laws routinely come under fire.
ing to Jóhannes Bjarni Sigtryggs- Jón Gnarr, comedian and ex-mayor
son, Icelandic language specialist of Reykjavík, has long been outand one of three
spoken against
members of the
t h e l aw s . I n
Personal Names
an attempt
Committee.
to change his
“It is clearly
name, in 2012
quite difficult
Jón famously
for the Personal
moved to the
Names ComU.S., changed
mittee to interhis name there
pret such a law,”
and immigratsays Jóhannes,
ed back to Ice“so the Comland, where, as
mittee put up
a foreigner, he
working rules
hoped to be lein order to degally allowed to
c i d e w h a t n a m e s c a n b e keep his “foreign” last name—only
c o n s i d e r e d t r a d i t i o n a l .” to be met with another, “Nei” from
Jóhannes recognizes that the nam- the Name Committee. Jón called
ing committee’s decision-making the name laws disgraceful: “They’re
process may at times appear laugh- not only silly but they also discrimiably arbitrary. “Judith has been al- nate against people,” he said in a
lowed, but not Júdith. This obviously opinion at the news website Eyjan.
comes across as odd and even frivoIn response to this perplexing

“Why can Elin
Hirst have the
last name Hirst
but I cannot be
Gnarr? Is Hirst
cooler? More
Icelandic?”

reality, Jón Gnarr wrote in social
media, “In Iceland one can be
named Jesus. The Personal Names
Committee allows that. It doesn’t
matter whether it be spelled with
a ‘ú’ or a ‘u.’ One can also be named
Muhamed or Muhammed. The
Personal Names Committee rules
only apply to a portion of Icelanders. What kind of laws are these if
they discriminate between people
like this? Why can Elin Hirst have
the last name Hirst but I cannot be
Gnarr? Is Hirst cooler? More Icelandic? Are all the animals equal
but some more equal than others?
Answer me, in the name of Jesus!”

Sacrificing (multi)
culture
Iceland is at a crossroads, where
the federal conservation of culture
may be inhibiting the development
of a progressive, multicultural society. It is evident that the current
name laws fail to accommodate an
increasingly gender fluid society.
“Much has changed since 1996”
says Jóhannes. “The committee and
most people agree that the laws
should be revised.” He points out
that the law still states that “a girl
shall be given a female name and a
boy a male's name.” Hence the case
of the woman being prohibited from
being named Blær on the grounds
that the word blær, which means
“soft wind,” is a masculine word.
In 2016, Minister of the Interior Ólöf Nordal proposed a bill
that would eliminate the Personal
Names Act altogether. However,
since her untimely death earlier this
year, there has been little discussion
of the bill. Jóhannes warns that if the
laws were to be eliminated entirely,
“the Icelandic patronymic tradition
could disappear within decades.”
He emphasizes, “It’s a question of
whether we have permission to
decide the naming system for future generations. If such a system
disappears, it risks being lost forever, as happened in Scandinavia.”
A mere walk down Reykjavík’s
tourist-heavy Laugavegur shows the
threat posed to the Icelandic language by English media and globalisation today. However, the thought
of three dedicated academics debating vehemently as to whether a
couple should be allowed to name
their kid Ian, rather than Jan or Jón,
rightly strikes a growing number
of Icelanders as patently absurd.
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Punk's not dead. He's curating a museum.

HUMANS OF REYKJAVÍK

The Black Elf

“I’ll go to the protests and watch, I’ll support
activists; but I’m not going to protest anymore.
I’m just sick of it, it’s no fun.”
Words: Jenna Mohammed Photo: Art Bicnick

Living in a modern world where
social media is rampant, it can be
hard to be sure of who you truly
are. For Svarti Álfur, which means
“Black Elf,” it comes pretty easily.
Don’t let his appearance fool you
however—from the ripe age of 12
he has been true to his style and
beliefs.
The main curator of the Icelandic Punk Museum, Svarti is
no stranger to the community.
“For me, my punk started without
knowing it was punk,” he says. He
was born in Belgium, where he attended a boarding school where
there was no television, no radio
and thus, no music. “What I started
to do when I was 12 years old, on
my own, was to take those buttugly bell-trousers and making
them straight-legged. My mother
went crazy and cut them up, but I
just kept making my own clothes.
I started to think there was something wrong with me, because I
wouldn’t wear the clothes people
wore. I was always changing,” he
reminisces. His mom’s reaction
to his rebelliousness didn’t get in
the way of who he wanted to be at
such a young age. Svarti stuck to
his unique style when there was
no one else around who shared the
same image as him—something
that many people would have
struggled with. He says, “When I
was 14 years old, I was at the train
station in Belgium and I saw punks
for the first time in my life. It was
like a revelation: I’m not the only
one that’s looking like this.”

Rebel with a cause
“About three years later I got to
know that punk music is related to
the people that looked like me,” he
continues. For Svarti, punk fash-

ion came first and the music came
later on. The most influential punk
artists we know of today such as
The Clash, The Ramones, Sex Pistols and Black Flag, are all amazing bands in their own way but the
music didn’t speak to Svarti on a
deeper level when he first started
identifying with punk culture. In
the late ‘70s, he discovered hardcore bands that were making their
debut in the punk scene, such as
The Epileptics, Crust, and The Exploited. Of the message conveyed
by these groups,
Svarti says, “These
bands were way more
political. They were
about going after the
government and the
police. This meant
more to me because
at that time I was getting into fights with
police on the streets,
seeing injustice everywhere.” Svarti began to identity with
music that reflected
his world. “I started
as a political punk
with the music…on
the fashion side, it
was just me—I was
born like this.”
Svarti’s image is
a reflection of rebelling against fashion
norms, but when
it comes to political rebellion today,
he’s taking it much
easier. He claims the
fire in him may be burning out as
he is not as political as he used to
be. “It’s not going to change,” he
says. “Every time we get what we
demand, they [institutions] take
more from us, so you start to regret

having asked to begin with. The
situation gets worse afterwards.”
Unfortunately, this is a harsh reality that we experience in modern
day society. “I’ll go to the protests
and watch, I’ll support activists;
but I’m not going to protest anymore. I’m just sick of it, it’s no fun.”
However, Svarti doesn’t let this get
him down. He says that living in
his own world with his group of
friends creates a safer, easier, and
more honest sense of community.
It’s something that we have all created for ourselves in order to cope
with day-to-day struggles.

Jack-of-all-trades
In the years before working as the
main curator at the Icelandic Punk
Museum, Svarti did it all. Since the
age of 13, he has worked an array of
jobs, from clothes model to general
labourer. Throughout the years,
music has always been a constant
for him. “First band I was in, Sjálfsfróun, I played the base. We played
until ‘91. In ‘97, I started a new band,
Kuml, and there I
was singing. We
played for about
20 years, and
quit two years
ago.” These days
Svarti is taking
it much easier:
“Now I’m playing
bass again. I’m
creating shit and
hoping to make
an album.”

“When I was
14 years old,
I was at the
train station
in Belgium
and I saw
punks for
the first time
in my life. It
was like a
revelation: I’m
not the only
one that’s
looking like
this.”

Regarding his
family life, Svarti
has been separated from his
immediate family for years now.
H o w e v e r, h e ’s
warming up to
the idea of his
kids growing up.
“I’m now learning to be without
kids. My daughter
is 23 years old and
she moved out.
It’s a bit strange to be alone again
and not have that responsibility.
I’m still waiting for her to come
home. Sometimes I’ll pick up the
phone and ask her what she wants
for dinner.”
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ANIMAL OF THE ISSUE:

The
Atlantic
Cod
After a mosey about the Golden
Circle, you—our tourist reader—
might be wondering, “How the hell
does any animal survive on this
godforsaken Atlantic rock?” It’s a
fair question. With its lack of vegetation, merciless climate, and general all-around uncomfortableness,
Iceland is not an easy place for any
living being to survive. That said,
there are a number of cool fauna in
the country to explore.
So, let’s meet the…
Cod
The Atlantic Cod, or Gadus morhua,
is a mild sea creature that could be
called the dorsal fin of Iceland’s
fisheries. Much like the Icelandic
national football team’s captain
Aron Gunnarsson, the fish is white
and full of protein. Unlike Aron, it
can be somewhat bland. That said,
throw on some butter and herbs
before baking and you’ll enter flavourtown. Gains!
To enter flavourtown themselves,
the cod uses a magical five o’clock
shadow sensory organ on their face
called barbels. They feed on sandeels, mackerel, haddock, squid, and
even smaller cod. They’re basically
badass cannibals.
The flavour of cod is particularly
potent when it’s processed into Icelandic harðfiskur, which is a kind
of fish jerky that tastes best when
slathered in creamy Icelandic butter. They also produce great caviar,
since the female fish regularly lay
up to five million eggs. Ouch.

Swimmin’ villains
Forever the troublemaker, cod was
actually the catalyst for Iceland’s
only “war,” fittingly titled the Cod
War. While it was really just a diplomatic disagreement between England and Iceland—hence “war!”—
Icelanders like to talk about it,
because it makes them feel like
Finnish people, or Rocky Balboa.
You know—underdogs that decimated world powers.
In reality, there was only one
casualty of the Cod Wars. His name
was Halldór Hallfreðsson, and he
was an Icelandic engineer who took
a little tumble while fixing a coast
guard ship. RIP Halldór. It was a
tragic ending, but what can we say?
It must have been an act of cod.
HJC - Photo by Hans Hilwaet,
Illustration by NOAA

A peaceful drone

Pizza In The Sky

World’s first drone delivery service arrives in Iceland
FUTURE
Words:
Jenna
Mohammed
Photo:
Supplied by
Flytrex & AHA

It’s a plane...it’s a bird…actually, it's
flying hamburgers. Drone delivery is
coming to Iceland, making it the first
of its kind in the world. Goods can now
be ordered online and delivered at a
much faster rate than by traditional
delivery trucks, which
can take more time due
to traffic gridlocks or
long travel routes.
The on-demand
drone delivery service
in Iceland is an innovation of Flytrex, an
Israeli drone engineering company that has
spent years perfecting the mechanics of
drones. Partnered with
AHA, an Icelandic based
eCommerce company,
the innovative delivery
service works by using a hexacopter to
deliver merchandise across large bays.
Flytrex doesn’t make drones; instead they are dedicated to refining
the system of how they operate. CEO of
AHA, Maron Kristófersson claims the
goal of their partnership with Flytrex
is to help local stores compete with
eCommerce stores. With this technology, you can get anything from local
stores within 60 minutes or less. This
creates faster service from local shops.

is a lot to learn about Icelandic weather
and this has a considerable affect on
how drones operate. Currently, the
drones can handle very strong winds
except on the landing spots—they
need to chose their landing locations
in carefully shielded
areas—which presents
a kink to resolve.. “We
have weather stations
at both locations, we
use wind meters and
we test weather conditions all around the
city to learn about various spots,” says Maron.
Ho w e v er, on c e t h e
drones are flying, they
can handle a substantial amount of high
wind, so the cargo is
secure when in flight.
Flytrex is open to providing drone
delivery to any commercial business
that wants to expand its services. For
AHA, this alliance made sense. “Flytrex will always be first in creating a

“Everyone is
excited to see
the drones in
action says
Maron, but after
that it quickly
becomes the
norm.”

cerned about what type of drone you
use, as long as it’s a good drone and
it's compatible with their system.” Cofounder of Flytrex, Amit Regev, claims
the company has had a welcoming experience in Iceland and he is pleased to
collaborate with businesses to deliver
new technology around the globe.
Good things come to those who wait
As there is no set date for the official
launch as of yet. First, AHA and Flytrex aim to educate the public on the
safety of the drones and make sure
there is absolutely no risk, as this is
one of the first services of its kind in
the world. Maron hopes within a year,
drone delivery can be fully up and running for the general public. According
to Maron, everyone is excited to see
the drones in action, but after the initial awe, it quickly becomes the norm.
“People have no patience to see a drone
land five or six times,” he says. “Once
they see it, that box is ticked and they
move on to see something else.” Drone
delivery is a new and fascinating concept, but like many innovative inven-

A perfect pair
Maron explains, “We are working with
[Flytrex] on the drone front. There
are a lot of companies doing deliveries by drones, but Flytrex took a very
different approach than the others, in
the sense that they are not focused on
building a drone; instead they focus on
aviation safety and the system to control automated flight of drones.” There
are many factors to consider with this
implementation, weather conditions
being a key concern in Iceland. There

Preparing for take off

commercially viable solution,” Maron
says. “Right now there are more drone
assemblers than there are car manufactures in the world. They aren’t con-

tions and ideas, it could just turn into
yet another way we think about how
to shop.
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Photos by: Art Bicnick
Ragnar Eiríksson leans through the metal
railing of Reykjavík’s Danish embassy, grasping at a bush on the other side. He clips off
the tip of a berry-laden branch with a pair
of pruning shears, draws it back through the
fence, and presents it with a mischievous
smile. “These are red currants,” he says,

popping one into his mouth, and offering
them around. “I often get them from here,
it’s a great spot.”
The berries are perfectly ripe, and tart
but sweet. Such urban foraging seems eccentric at first, but as we wander the network of quiet streets around Hverfisgata,

picking ingredients from the surroundings,
the appeal becomes quickly apparent. Ragnar spots edible plants lurking discreetly on
every corner, ignored by passers by. We collect tufts of pungent, celery-scented lovage
from the cracked pavement of an alleyway,
and clip heads of ripe green angelica from an

overgrown garden. Before long, his arms are
full of assorted fresh and aromatic sprigs,
leaves, stems, flowers and seed pods.
The foraging trip is to demonstrate a part
of the philosophy behind Dill, Iceland’s first
and only Michelin-starred restaurant. As we
return with our haul, the small staff is pre-
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Icelandic barley instead of rice, and a
fluffy cloud of finely shaved hardfiskur
in place of parmesan. Again, it’s a bullseye—a delicious, eye-opening combination that brings familiar ingredients
to life in an unexpected way. The final
dish is a dessert that’s being tested for
the menu: tartly sweet cherry tomatoes topped with soured, powdered
buttermilk and a scoop of ice cream.
We try two wines: one sweet, and one
ultra dry. Both are under consideration
for the menu; every pairing undergoes
extensive tasting and discussion as the
dish selection evolves and different ingredients come into season.
It’s a satisfying but teasing glimpse
into the unpretentious artistry of Dill’s
small, dedicated team, and we say our
goodbyes, wandering out into the daylight feeling stunned, and more than
ready to join the long queue to sample
the full seven-course menu.

Truly international cuisine

Barley risotto with shaved hardfiskur at Dill

paring for the night’s service. They’re
booked out, as always—the waiting
time often stretches to a full three
months.
I take a seat at the bar, taking in
the atmosphere of the room as Ragnar
puts on his apron. The place is smaller
and more humble than I’d expected,
with a total of just thirty seats in a
dimly lit, grey-walled interior. Worn

green lamps hang from the beams, and
a peeling red door is embedded halfway up the wall, overlooking the tiny
service area.
“It’s a 160-year-old building,” grins
Raggi. “Every millimetre counts in
this kitchen.” He reaches down and reorganises the spoon handles in a long
series of containers that hang against
one counter. “It was a great day when
we realised if we point the handles this
way, we get three extra millimetres of
space.”

Magic happens

“Icelandic food is mostly
on the map because of
preservation methods.
It’s cold, so the season
for gathering produce
has always been short.
The culture was shaped
by that—we had to dry
things, pickle things, or
ferment them.”

Ragnar and his team set about whipping up a handful of dishes for us to
try. They gather around the tiny hob,
flipping from their casual, jokey mode
into rapt and silent concentration.
They reach deftly around each other as
they focus on the process at hand, stirring small, steaming saucepans and
plating the food.
The first dish is a smooth paste
made up of mashed potatoes and skyr
topped with several juicy morsels of
smoked haddock, and finished with
a green tarragon-infused oil. The
homely, classic combination of potato,
creamy dairy, delicate fish and herbs
forms a perfect harmony of flavours. I
shudder with pleasure, muttering, “It’s
so... simple.” Ragnar smiles. “I tend to
think think three flavours is enough,”
he says.
Next we try a risotto-style dish with

The New Nordic
Kitchen
Dill was first opened by Gunnar Karl
Gíslason—now the head chef of the
Michelin-starred Agern in Manhattan—in 2009. “We’ve just reopened
Agern,” he says, over a glitchy Facetime connection. “The whole restaurant was flooded four months ago. We
were closed for three months. It was a
crazy time. We’d been open for a year,
got a fabulous review from Pete Wells
in the New York Times, and got a Michelin Star… and then the flood. It’ll be
interesting to see if we can regain that
traction.”
Gunnar was born and raised in the
north of Iceland, in a house just outside
of Akureyri. He was interested in food
from an early age. “I remember helping my mother in the garden, picking
berries, tending potatoes, and looking after the vegetables,” he says. He
enrolled in a local cookery course, and
instantly loved the hands-on nature of
his studies. Noticing his enthusiasm, a
teacher named Halla got him a job as
a dishwasher at Bautinn, which is still
running in Akureyri today. “I found out
that if I worked really hard, they’d allow me to help set up the salad bar, and
flip a burger or two,” Gunni recalls. “I
loved the atmosphere of the kitchen
right away.”
Gunni went on to study cooking in
Reykjavík. He was already becoming
interested in using fresh, local ingredients. “I once took in all these different
wild herbs to work when I was a student,” he recalls. “The chef threw it in
the garbage can, and looked at me like
I was a witch. Now, picking wild herbs
is getting more and more popular, and
it’s a big part of what I do.”
After his studies, and stints in several high-end restaurants in Iceland and
around Europe, Gunni became head
chef at the hotel restaurant Vox. While
the restaurant already—and unusually—used local fish and meat, Gunnar
had become interested in Claus Meyer
and Rene Redzepi’s famous 2005 declaration of “The New Nordic Kitchen,”
which extolled the virtues of using all
kinds of local, seasonal ingredients.
“Claus, Rene and Mads [Refslund]
came to Iceland, because they were going to be opening up Noma,” says Gunnar. “They were travelling the Nordic
countries to see what was available.
The meeting that I had with them was
very inspiring. When I left Vox to open
my own restaurant, Dill, it was at first
located in the Nordic House, so it made
sense for us to use ingredients from all
the Nordic countries. But just before
we opened, the financial crisis hit. Everything imported got extremely expensive, and our investors jumped off
the wagon. We had to come up with a
plan B.”

A taste odyssey
And so it was—partly by design, and
partly by necessity—that Gunnar embarked on a road trip around Iceland,
seeking ideas and inspiration from rural food production. “I didn’t discover
anything new,” he says. “What I discovered was actually something old—the
old Icelandic traditions. I came back a
week later with lots of ingredients I’d
collected on the way, and started doing
experiments with them, and putting
them on the menu.”
The people he’d talked to had a
shared story of using traditional methods that had fallen out of popular
use. “The techniques weren’t practical enough for a modern world, so to
speak,” says Gunni. “They were drying fish for months instead of using

“Chefs pay a
attention to wh
around us tod
chervil, sorrel a
but to the beef
from this clean
the fish and shel
in Iceland. It’s q
what we ha
modern ovens. And you could tell from
the quality. It was a kick in the ass for
me, not to just engage with Icelandic
ingredients, but with Icelandic traditions—to find ways to mix them into
the menu at Dill.”
Ultimately, Gunnar’s experiments
led to a book entitled ‘North: The New

Nordic Cuisine of Iceland,’ and those
ideas have since filtered out widely
into Reykjavík’s restaurant culture.
“Chefs pay a lot more attention to what
we have around us now,” says Gunnar.
“Not just chervil, sorrel and angelica,
but to the beef we produce from this
clean land, and all the fish and shellfish
we have access to in Iceland. It’s quite
magical, what we have here.”

The new new-wave
Jónas Kristjánsson is a retired journalist who remembers what came before.
He was once Iceland’s most outspoken food critic, and has watched these
changes occur with interest. “I started
to write about restaurants in 1979,” he
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says. “At that time, a transition was
occurring, away from the prevalence
of Danish-style cooking. French cuisine was changing from classical to
nouvelle cuisine, which had different
rules—it was much better cooking.
In the next decade, this flowed out of
France to other countries, and nouvelle became the standard for Western
cuisine, including here in Iceland.”
“The new rules were that there
should be only fresh ingredients of the
season,” he continues. “Nothing was
frozen, or from cans. Hard fats went
out, to be replaced by olive oil or lighter
oils. Greens and fish were emphasised.
No wheat was used in sauces or soups,
and preliminary work was abolished—
everything was started when the customer ordered. Menus were much
shorter, and more conscious about calories. It’s difficult to offer people 5000

ay a lot more
what we have
today. Not just
el and angelica,
eef we produce
an land, and all
hellfish we have
’s quite magical,
have here.”
calories at dinner. They shouldn’t live
eating like this.”
The final tenet of French Modern
cuisine, and perhaps the most relevant
to New Nordic cuisine, was an emphasis on using fresh local ingredients and
produce wherever possible. “In that
sense, New Nordic cuisine is built on

Langoustine tails at Slippurinn

the French Modern model, but with
more of an emphasis on what is available in the north,” says Jónas. “It’s the
same idea, with a more local flavour.”

Free oysters
The heavily localised ideas of New
Nordic cuisine, as expressed in the
creative, exploratory work of Icelandic
chefs like Gunnar and Ragnar, do bring
something new to the table. Their
cooking forms a conceptual connection between contemporary fine dining and all-but forgotten traditions of
Iceland’s culinary history. As a whole,
their work rings true as a fascinating
expression of Iceland’s historical, cultural, and culinary identity.

This is clearly visible at Slippurinn,
a family-run summer restaurant on
the Vestmannaeyjar archipelago. A few
days after our tasting at Dill, we drive
down the south coast on a blustery autumn morning and take a choppy halfhour ferry crossing to Heimaey. The
head chef of Slippurinn is Gísli Matthías Auðunsson, who cheerily picks
us up at the harbour for a drive around
the island.
We cruise over a gnarled lava field to
a remote beach to pick tangy, horseradish-flavoured “sea beans” from a black
beach. Nearby, there’s a patch of succulent “oyster leaves,” so-called because
their flavour bears an uncanny resemblance to fresh oysters. On the other
side of the island, we find fat strips of
purple kelp seaweed and fuzzy black
sea truffles—a parasitic plant found
growing on seaweed, with a truffley
taste and aroma—washed up on the
rocky shoreline.
As we drive slowly through the volcanic landscape, Gísli tells us about his
experience of the new wave of Icelandic cuisine. “There was a cook called
Rúnar Marvinsson who was the first
to really start using local products,” he
recalls. “He was considered an outcast
in the chef community at the time, but
when you look back at it now, he was
doing amazing things. He inspired
people to be proud of their region. I
don’t know if it’s just in fashion now,
or if it’s a permanent change, but it’s a
really good thing that it’s cool to use local products.”

Gísli Matthias of Slippurinn

Push the
boundaries
Another pleasing aspect of this focus
on the local is how it resonates with
current thinking about consumption;
about reducing carbon footprint, reducing wastage, and moving towards
organic and sustainable ingredients.
It’s an eye-opening experience to be
picking wild herbs and vegetables, and
to see them transformed into mouthwatering culinary creations just hours
later.
“At Slippurinn, we try to get a little
more sustainable every year,” Gísli explains. “Everything from organising
the trash really well, to making sure
ingredients that don’t come from the
islands are sourced nearby, from the
south coast of Iceland. It’s good to push
those boundaries.”
In tandem with his work at Slippurinn, Gísli was also one of the founding partners of the respected Reykjavík
eatery, Matur og Drykkur. “The concept
there was to do new takes on traditional Icelandic food, using old methods
and stories,” he explains. “Icelandic
food is mostly on the map because of
the preservation methods. It’s so cold,
so the season for gathering produce
has always been very short. The culture
here was shaped a lot by that—we had
to dry things, pickle things, or ferment
them in sour whey just so people could
eat all year round. For example, before
there were trees in Iceland for birch
smoking, they smoked things using
compressed and dried sheep shit and
hay. It sounds disgusting, but the taste
of things that are smoked this way is
really good.”
At Slippurinn, Gísli moved away
from such culinary archaeology and
began focussing more on the creative
use of fresh ingredients that are available in Vestmannaeyjar and the south
coast. “We’re trying to just make a really good local restaurant,” he explains.
“We’re not digging really deep into
traditional Icelandic cooking—we’re
trying to build a really good seasonal
restaurant. We’re only open for four
months a year, so we can do that here.”
The results are plain to see—and
taste. After an opening salvo of wafer-

Barley risotto with shaved hardfiskur at Dill

thin dried cod and kelp crisps with a
capelin roe dip, we’re treated to prosciutto-thin thyme-cured lamb, succulent langoustine tails with sea truffles,
a whole cooked cod head with an angelica glaze, and perfectly cooked lamb
with rhubarb. The colours, aromas,
tastes and textures are a lovingly created form of sensual tourism that taps
profoundly into the life and landscape
of Vestmannaeyjar.

Permanent
revolution
The wider outcomes of the New Nordic
movement, and Iceland’s ensuing restaurant revolution, are still unfolding.
As well as supporting local producers,
and thus helping keep traditional and
artisanal food production going, the
dishes and methods espoused by Icelandic restaurants are also changing
attitudes towards home cooking.
Ragnar from Dill says locals have
grown increasingly curious about the
possibilities of foraging, even around
the shoreline of Reykjavík, and Gísli’s
sister, Indíana Auðunsdóttir, relates
how teenage girls on the Westman Islands have asked for cocktail recipes
for their house parties. “I think Icelanders were a little bit ashamed and
embarrassed of our food before, because it was so simple,” says Indíana.
“It was considered peasant-like. All
these methods—storing things in
whey, and rotten foods—this was the

only thing we celebrated. But there’s so
much more than that.”
This shift in perception is changing how people view traditional food,
not just in Iceland, but worldwide. “It’s
happening everywhere now,” finishes
Gísli. “It’s a big thing in Australia, Peru,
Bolivia… people are starting to appreciate what’s in their own territory. Here
in Iceland, we have such high quality
meat and fish, and nothing growing
in the landscape is poisonous. It’s such
a clean land. And that’s beautiful.”

“Icelanders were a
little ashamed of our
food before, because it
was so simple. It was
considered peasant-like.
Storing things in whey,
and rotten foods—this
was the only thing we
celebrated.”
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Torture Works
Sugar Paper Theories
Sept. 16 - Jan. 10, 		
Reykjavík Museum of Photography

Forget ‘Serial’, ‘Making A Murderer’. No, that shit’s over. Welcome to
Iceland’s Geirfinnur case. If you’ve
never heard about it, basically two
men mysteriously disappeared,
and after heavy, uh, enhanced interrogation, six men confessed.
Jack Latham’s newest exhibit presents photographs of places and
people tied to the case, including whistleblowers, conspiracy
theorists, expert witnesses and
bystanders. It also includes police
forensic photography and written
accounts from the psychologist
who many years later freed the innocent men convicted. HJC

Look What I’ll Make Me Do
TEDxReykjavík 2017: #reimagine
Sept. 9, 10:00, Tjarnarbíó, 5.900 ISK

CULTURE NEWS
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Photo:
Art Bicnick

Mountain Lady
Sept. 10, 20:30, Tjarnarbíó, 3.000 ISK

What did your great-great-grandmother do? Don’t answer. Whatever it was, it definitely wasn’t as
cool as writer and actress Hera
Fjord’s. Named Kristín Dahlstedt, this 20th century lady was a
successful businesswoman and
entrepreneur, running restaurants and guesthouses in Reykjavík since 1905. In this one woman
show, Hera tells her badass relative’s story while also exploring
her own life. Did she inherit any of
her traits? Does she work as hard?
Is she doing enough? HJC

Monkeying Around
Jóhannes Atli Hinriksson at Kling & Bang
Great ideas can come from a subdued state of mind. For Jóhannes Atli
Hinriksson, a lack of structure in
his work produces vibrant and visually appealing shows. His latest exhibition, ‘OK, api
Allt í lagi,’ can be
viewed at K ling
& Bang now until 24 September.
Made up
of i nex p en sive
and textured
materia l, ‘OK,
api A l lt í la g i’
is un ique and captivati ng. Coming from a place of no planning,
Jóhannes says he just works. “I just

“When you draw or
sketch something
out and you’re
finished, there’s no
more fun left.”

Everyone loves a good TED talk.
Conversation, connection, motivation—what more could you want?
Well, the theme of Reykjavík’s
seventh iteration is “re-imagine.”
Featuring speakers like a gamedesigner, meditation enthusiast,
and MP, the day is bound to make
you re-imagine, well, everything.
So get ready to become a vegan,
take up photography, and renounce that unhealthy habit that’s
been bringing you down for years.
New TEDxReykjavík, new you. HJC

Can You Have It All?

OK, api Allt í lagi

go to the studio and start working on
something, not really knowing exactly what I’m going to do.” Letting
his creative streak flow starts with a
simplistic idea and the rest develops
on its own. Jóhannes claims to not
be a deep thinker, working without
any sketches or planned concepts; he
just lets things flow and this makes
sense for him. “When you draw or
sketch something out and you’re
finished, there’s no more fun left,”
says Jóhannes. The only process he
has to have is simply showing up to
the studio, drinking a lot of coffee
and listening to good music. “I just
start painting, putting color here
and there; I’m just messing around.”

Straumur

‘OK, api Allt í lagi’ has a central
theme that may not be so apparent.
Jóhannes says, “It has to do w ith
having a monkey on your back, patrolling your thoughts.” So, while
the name is fitting for this show, he
expresses that he always has trouble with names, and that this is the
hardest part. “It just made sense in
the end; it’s just about this controlling monkey we have on our backs,
Reminding us to behave or give up in
the end.”
Jóha n nes c u r rent ly resides i n
Akureyri, but has plans to move to
Reykjavík in the near future and indulge in art full time. In terms of
upcoming installations and collaborations, he has no concrete projects
but hopes to collaborate with more
artists when he returns to Reykjavík.

gpv.is/culture
Full culture coverage

Poem Thiefs Dancing
In The Disco Lights
NEW MUSIC
Words:
Óli Dóri &
Davíð Roach
Share:
gpv.is/
straumur
Straumur,
Iceland's
premier indie
music radio
show, airs on
X977, Mon. at
23:00. Daily
music news
in Icelandic at
straum.is

Grísalappalísa, Iceland’s premier
literate new wave band, just put our
their first new song in like ages, and
threw a concert at Kex Hostel—their
first in over a year. It’s good to have
them back and ‘Kvæðaþjófurinn’
(Poem Thief), does not disappoint.
It’s a short romp clocking in at 1:45
minutes, with guitars fuzzed up beyond recognition and poetry rants
and title shouting galore. It comes
with a music video of the band wandering around Reykjavík drinking
beer and smoking cigarettes at various traffic islands.
We saw them perform at Kex and
they’ve lost none of their explosive
live energy. Frontman Gunnar Ragnarsson, pulled out all the Jagger/
Bowie gender-bending stops, in a
glam get-up with eye make-up, shak-

ing his hips like a modern day Elvis.
The band is apparently hard at work
on their third LP, which should see
the light of release in the coming
months. Grísalappalísa, it’s good to
have you back!
Musician Úlfur Hansson, formerly of hard-core band, Swords
of Chaos, and his own experimental solo ventures, just released the
song ‘Fovea,’ the first single of an
upcoming album, entitled ‘Arborescence.’ He’s still experimental, but
now he sings for the first time. The
backdrop is a massive soundscape of
cascading acoustics and electronics;
banjo plucking, synth sub bass, guitar strumming and complex percussion. But it never gets cluttered and
Úlfur’s gentle voice sits comfortably
on top of it.

The electro musician Andi (Andri
Eyjólfsson), who released his first album under the same name last year
on the independent label Lady Boy
Records, just put out his first music video. It’s for a brand new track
called ‘Lónólongó’ and was directed
by Sigurður Möller Sívertsen and
shot by Heimir Gestur Valdimarsson, with Gígja Jónsdóttir in the lead
role. It’s a glossy electroclash cut
with a walking synth melody and
the video has a girl modern dancing, drenched in disco lights, like
there was no tomorrow . The song
is a stand-alone single that will be
followed by Andi’s second album,
scheduled to come out in early 2018.
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“The
theremin
has so
much left
unexplored.
It offers
things that
people
have yet to
discover.”

Playing The Air
Hekla, her theremin, and the possibilities

Ris og rof
Out now on
Bandcamp

Words:
Steindór Grétar
Jónsson
Photos:
Sigga Ella

With her theremin, Hekla pulls haunting
electronic music out of thin air. Named
after its Russian inventor, Léon Theremin, this futuristic looking apparatus
conveys a certain eerie timbre, often associated with sci-fi or spooky goings-on.
Frequently used in movie scores—and,
famously, in Led Zeppelin’s ‘Whole Lotta
Love’—it has recently featured increasingly in avant garde and contemporary
electronic music.
Hekla Magnúsdóttir seems to feel
more at ease discussing her instrument
and the music she creates with it than
she does talking about herself. As she
shows me the various gadgets in her Ber-

lin home studio—including three Moogs and a custom-built theremin—she
switches one on and plays the lovely hook
from Ellý Vilhjálmsdóttir’s ‘Sveitin milli
sanda’ to check if everything is working
as it should, then lets me have a try.
“The right antenna is the pitch,” she
explains. “The closer you are to the antenna, the higher the note is, and the
deepest note is by your body. You tune
it to your torso every time you play. The
left antenna is the volume. If you put
your hand down there’s silence, so you
can separate the notes, but usually you’ll
slide between them.” I make an honest
attempt to play, but it sounds like feral

cats in different stages of dying. I quickly
give up.

Rowdy and vulnerable
“Training the ears is the most important thing, because there’s nothing
physical to touch,” Hekla explains, reassuringly. On stage, performing songs
from her forthcoming solo album, she
can look like a sorceress, conjuring music from this mysterious box. “If you’re
playing with a band, you can technically
wear headphones and preview the pitch
so you hear the note ahead of everyone
else,” she says. ”If you’re coming in after

sjavargillid.is

EXHIBITION
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Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services

17.06.–24.09.2017

The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.

Kati Gausmann
Ráðhildur Ingadóttir
Richard Skelton
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website.
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Icelandic Tourist Board.
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a long silence, you’ll know what note to
hit. It’s just not as cool!”
She recently had one of her theremins overhauled, as years of red wine
stains, pizza grease and chewing gum
had ravaged its outer casing. After all,
she’s also a member of Bárujárn—a surf
rock outfit known for their rowdy gigs in
sweaty bars. The group has a new album
on the way, to which Hekla is contributing from across the North Sea. “We’re
making a conceptual surf symphony,
consisting of allegro, adagio, minuet
and rondo sections,” she says. “It’s
gonna be epic. Being in a band is such a
good time—the company, the partying
and the support. There’s less pressure;
you’re not on stage by yourself, vulnerable.”
As a kid, Hekla started out learning
the cello. When introduced to the theremin by an artist friend Darr Tah Lei,
she was intrigued. “A few years later I
saw one in a shop and bought it on the
spot,” she says. “I quit music school,
joined Bárujárn, and partied. I didn’t

Open Daily
12.00-18.00

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 14 | 101 REYKJAVÍK | +354 571 1100 | SJAVARGRILLID.IS

–

Wednesdays
12.00-20.00

skaftfell.is • frontiersinretreat.org
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take it very seriously. But after I
started studying musical composition at the Iceland Academy of the
Arts, I got the courage to do more
stuff by myself, and leave the safety
of a band. I put the effort in, finding
my own soundscape. I didn’t play
for anyone else, just myself.”

A stew of noise
During her studies, she gradually
made the instrument the focus of
her compositions, sometimes playing dueling theremins with her
teacher, Jesper Pedersen. “I think
there’s rising interest in the instrument, and a lot going on in the world
of theremin,” Hekla jokes. “Maybe
it’s because the instrument has so
much left unexplored. And playing
it, playing the air—the concentration involved. Each and every hair
on the body has to remain still. You
need to watch your breathing and
be self-aware, almost in stasis.”
This goes for live performances
as well, especially with a band like
Bárujárn. “The people around you
have to be still as well,” she adds. “If
you’re playing a concert and somebody swings a guitar past you, it can
mess things up. It was hard at the
old Bar 11, playing surf rock with a
mosh pit around me, but I just had
to run with it. If you’re nervous and
start shaking, it doesn’t make for
nice vibrato.”
As a solo artist, Hekla has released two “mini-albums,” both
available on her Bandcamp. Her upcoming album has been a long time
in the works. She promises a couple
of singles this autumn, with the album to follow, in what she says will
be an exploration of what the theremin can offer—everything from
classical to abstract noise. “I wanted
to keep it separate, have one noise
project, and another one with vocals,” she explains. “But it all came
together in a big stew and I think it
has a good flow to it. My last album
was more abstract than the first
one, which had more identifiable
melodies. On the new one, I’ll include more vocals and mix my own
voice with theremin choirs, boiling
it together.”

Sound, then vision
On Hekla’s website there’s set of
cryptic drawings that almost resembles some ancient calligraphy.
These graphic notations are Hekla’s
visualisation of her art, as it looks
when she’s playing. “I sometimes
doodle like this when I’m improvising,” she explains. “I decided to
make a little book which fits on top
of the theremin.” You can download
it and try yourself—the doodles are
open to interpretation. “I’d love to do
more versions of ambiguous theremin sheet music,” she continues.
“It’s perfect for the theremin to have
graphic notation, because it’s like
you’re drawing on air.”
Hekla’s music will soon be given
further visual expression in the
soundtrack of a new French film,
directed by Bertrand Mandico.
‘Les Garçons Sauvages’ (‘The Wild
Boys’), premieres at the Venice International Film Critics Week. It’s
the story of five adolescents on the
island of La Réunion who commit
a vicious crime. Hekla was asked to
create the score, along with Pierre
Desprats, after meeting the director in Iceland, where he was filming
material for one of his short films.
“The members of Bárujárn were
supposed to be extras in the short
film,” she says. “We drove out to the
countryside and he took one glance
at us and said no. He didn’t like the
look of us at all! I guess we looked
shady. Later, after he checked out
music I had sent him, he asked me
to do this. I’ve been sending him a
crazy amount of music to work with
and the film has been a long time
coming. I’m very excited.”
Since moving to Berlin last November with her husband and their
newborn son, Hekla has worked as
a session musician and theremin
teacher, in addition to performing
live with compatriot Indriði, and recording for her own and Bárujárn’s
albums. “We wanted to be somewhere that’s like, a hundred thousand times cheaper than Iceland,”
she jokes. “We can make ends meet,
the weather’s nice, the beer is cheap.
You can do things without all your
money going towards rent.”

“If you’re
nervous
and start
shaking,
it doesn’t
make
for nice
vibrato.”
That’s about as personal as our
She tends to test her new music live, including a looped version chat gets, as she mainly prefers to
of the classic hymn ‘Heyr himna touch on the subject of her music,
smiður,’ which has a tricky four- which ironically is created without
part harmony. “It was my impos- touch. She describes how she can
sible project, getting all the voices spend hours improvising and reto sync,” Hekla admits. “It came cording. “After that, I sit by the computer long into the
together at my last
night, finding the
concert. I’ve been
gpv.is/culture
details, modulating
moving away from
Share this online
the sound,” Hekla
having pre-recorded
concludes. “People
stuff; I try to create
everything in front of the audience. know the classical and sci-fi type
It’s fun to get rid of the computer, sounds of the theremin, how it’s
but also a little shaky, like if I’m used as a gimmick. But there are so
trying to loop a theremin part and many possibilities. It offers things
make a little mistake, I can mess up that people have yet to discover.”
the harmony and then I slowly die
inside.”

“Training
the ears is
the most
important
thing,
because
there’s
nothing
physical to
touch”

ferry across
the water
brjánslækur
flatey
stykkishólmur

akranes
reykjavík

landeyjahöfn
vestmannaeyjar

Iceland’s largest ferry operator offers exciting tours in
West-Iceland and to Vestmannaeyjar of the South coast.
Book your trip on seatours.is
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Mount Esja

That large mountain towering over
the Faxaflói bay across from Reykjavík is called Esja. The base camp
is at the very end of the city’s bus
system, so the trek up it is a convenient excursion for those that
haven’t sprung for a car rental. You
can either hike up to the base camp
level, or continue all the way up
the rough path to the top. While it
can get a little nippy in autumn, be
warned: The hike can get slippery
in winter, so take along your best
snow grips and waterproofs. Seriously. You’ll thank us later.
Viðey

Viðey Island is situated just off the
coast of Reykjavík and contains
a staggering array of winding
walking/biking paths showcasing

Helgafell

the Skarfabakki pier and Ægisgarður harbour daily during the
summer season (May 15th until
September 30th) and on the weekends for the the rest of the year.
Admission is 1.500 ISK for adults,
free for children under six years
old, and reduced for students, the
elderly, and the disabled.
Helgafell

Just a stone’s throw away from
Reykjavík lies the port city of Hafnarfjörður and just a short drive
from there is Helgafell—a small
mountain with a lovely view of
Reykjanes. The easy trek takes
about one hour and is safe to hike
all year, although the ascent can
be icy and difficult—bordering on
dangerous—in the winter. But with
tourist season dying down and
sunlight still strong, autumn is

CITY GUIDE

Get Them Legs
Moving!

Best Museum

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4

This living museum dedicated
to Iceland’s past wins once
again. It offers direct exposure to the way life used to be
in Iceland. You can visit a croft
house and a farmhouse, transporting yourself back in time
to old Iceland. The museum
often hosts events related to
the display. “It’s also great for
kids,” said the panel. “There’s
a big place for kids to play with
Super Mario—my childhood is
in the museum.”

Your guide to Reykjavík’s best autumn walks
Words Hannah Jane Cohen

While you won’t find many
crunchy leaves or pumpkin spiced
treats in Reykjavík, that doesn’t
mean that there aren’t a plethora
of other ways to celebrate the upcoming fall season here. Our pick?
A jaunt through the good ole’ outdoors.
Heiðmörk

The Heiðmörk nature reserve lies
just a short drive away from the
city center, and boasts some of
Reykjavík’s
most
beautiful unspoiled
natural areas. Stroll
through dramatic
red rocky outcrops
dotted with foggy
lakes and jagged
lava fields all while
waving hello at the
occasional friendly
horse or songbird.
If you’re looking to
make it a whole afternoon event, pick
up a portable BBQ
at Bónus, relax in
one of Heiðmörk’s many grassy
enclaves, and fry up some Icelandic style pylsur (aka hotdogs)
to munch on. The area contains

Photos Art Bicnick

many easy walks and hikes so feel
free to bring the tykes along, too.
Old Harbour

Heiðmörk

Reykjavík’s old harbour area is the
ideal backdrop for a seaside sunset
stroll. Watch the boats coming in
and out, visit the little lighthouses behind Harpa, or just relax on
the rocks with your sweetheart
as you take those #nofilter Instagram posts guaranteed to get the
likes you’ve always dreamed of.
For something a
bit more secluded,
continue past the
Sun Voyager sculpture to an outcropping of land known
as
Laugarnes.
There’s a sculpture garden there,
and some tucked
away benches with
views across the
sea to Viðey Island and Mount
Esja. Finish your
jaunt off with some
lobster soup at The Sea Baron
or a cocktail at Slippbarinn.

“Stroll
through dramatic red
rocky outcrops dotted
with foggy
lakes and
jagged lava
fields”

Best Bakery:

Sandholt
Laugavegur 36

Viðey
everything from old Icelandic ruins to mind-blowing modern art.
Gaze at Yoko Ono’s famed Imagine
Peace Tower, a stunning selection
of Icelandic birdlife, and—if the
weather is clear—a view that journeys all the way to the Snæfellsnes
peninsula. Ferries operate from

the perfect time to mosey on over.
Warning: Hafnarfjörður is known
as the elf capitol of Iceland, so make
sure to be respectful of the mountains supernatural inhabitants.

gpv.is/bestof
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Sandholt wins this spot again,
but not for lack of competition—simply because it delivers consistently. The glazed
pastries are hands down the
best in Iceland; try a buttery
croissant or seasonal Danish
pastry, locally known as “vinarbrauð,” with rhubarb and
raspberries, or the classic vanilla custard. The sourdough is
deservedly well-known and if a
whole loaf is too much, you can
ask for just what you need. If
you’re staying or straying close
by, grab one of the delicious
loaves and keep it for snacks.
The house-made preserves
and spreads sold alongside the
bread make for quite a treat.
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Perfect Day

M

A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík
I’m really happy with the results
but, goddamn, do I want a pizza
sometimes. If I’m still on the diet,
I’d go to Hereford Steakhouse for
lunch and have a bloody ribeye
steak. I’d eat it with my spotter
from Blood. Fire. Deadlift., Brophet
Brohammed.
Afternoon?
I’d start at Bar 7 with my
“entourage” for some cheap beers.
We’d be there in a fabulous way, not
a shabby way—I’m talking about my
“entourage,” make sure there are
quotes around it. Then we’d get into
a spaceship—this is the perfect
day, right?
Anyway, that would last until at
least 18:00. Then it’s time for coffee.
I’d grab a truck driver coffee to-go
at Prikið and head across the street
to Freddi to reset my high score
on the Barb Wire pinball machine.
I have the only human high score
on it.
Dinner?
Ok, it’s my perfect day so I am no
longer doing Keto. Then it’s time
to eat half my bodyweight in pizza
from Eldsmiðjan. I’m old school, so
just pepperoni and cheese.

Photo: Art Bicnick

Sturla Viðar Jakobsson
Sturla Viðar Jakobsson is the
leader of infamous black metal
band Svartidauði. Here’s his perfect Reykjavík day.
Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Art Bicnick
First thing in the morning?
On my perfect day, I don’t get up
because I have long since evolved
past the biological need for sleep.
So I’d already be up, but at dawn,
I’d start the new day off with a

Late at night?
balanced breakfast of eggs, bacon,
and a protein shake from a cup
fashioned out of the skull of the last
tourist in Reykjavík. I love to cook.
Mid-morning?
After breakfast, I would go work
out. I work out at Reebok in
Holtagarðar, but on my perfect
day, I’d obviously have my own
gym. It would be called “Blood. Fire.
Deadlift.” like that Bathory album.

gpv.is/perf

Lunch?
I’m on a ketogenic diet right now.

Vital Info

I guess I’d be playing a show with
my band, Svartidauði, in some
Dracula castle somewhere. But
after that, I have a fire pit that we
built in my backyard so I’d just go
there, light the fire, dance, and then
shoot heroin with Lou Reed and sing
about it. You know that song—
‘Perfect Day’—is about heroin
right? Yet they play it at weddings?
People are fucking idiots.

Read More
Perfect Days Online

t

Useful Numbers

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by
Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall and
the Reykjavík Library.

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks
Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min,
Fare:440 ISK adults, 210 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–24:00
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

Venue Finder
Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open 09-21

Austur
Austurstræti 7

D3

B5
Bankastræti 5

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

E4

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18

E5

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 E5
Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3

E4

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18

D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

D3

Green Room

Lækjargata 6a

E4

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4
Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5
Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

F7

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17
Better Weather
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41

E6

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17 E5
The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4
Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,
Hafnarfjörður

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 F4

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4

D3

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4

D4

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tue–Fri 11–17,
Sat 13–17 and by
appointment.

Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4

D3

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3AE5
The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17 G2
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
Reykjavík Art Museum
- Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17

H8

D3

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 12–19, Fri
12-18, Sat–Sun 13–17
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2

B2

Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16
Mon-Fri 10-16

D3

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a
E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01, Sun
11-23
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat
13-16
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37
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Þórsgata 1
This beloved casual-chic French
style bistro has a forget-you’rein-Reykjavík vibe thanks to its lush
greenery and warm lighting. On a
grey day, nothing beats sitting by the
greenhouse walls with an excellent
French onion soup. They make a
stellar crème brûlée as well.

Social

Party Every Night.
Cocktails! Bottle Service!
Live Music Every Night!
BA
UG
AN different kinds of beer.
50
ES
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!
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Formerly known as Sushi Samba, this
Japanese/South American fusion
place had to change their name
recently—but there’s still plenty of
H R I N G B R AU T
samba in the menu. Everything comes
with lots of lime, sauce and chilli, their
tempura batter is pleasingly light,
and the exhaustive cocktail menu
should help any sushi purists through
the fusion-cooking trauma.
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8. Snaps

Terminal
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food. The thalis are a crowd pleaser
and in recent times they've stepped
up their game with the vegan thali on
Wednesdays and dosas for brunch
on weekends.

Not many would know, but this
Reykjavík
restaurant is the only one that makes
Domestic
masala chai an Indian mom would be
Airport
9. Sushi
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If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases
the best of Iceland with seasonal
menus , paying homage to the
island’s bounty, executed with all the
tweezer precision of modern cuisine.
Don’t even think twice about splurging
for the seven-course menu—it’s the
Þonly
OR way to do it.
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proud of. This
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on streetARÐfare and everyday Indian
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Nordic House
Culture Center
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This much loved bakery moved from
its original location downtown to a
smaller place close to their supply
kitchens, but none of the warm
service or charm was lost in the
process. Their “runstykki” are bread
rolls available for 80 ISK apiece—a
steal any way you look at it. Try the
curry cranberry rolls and grab an
almond florentine when it makes an
appearance.
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A dedicated vegan café, Kaffi Vínyl
ÁLK
offers wholesome vegan Ffare
in
AG
ATA
generous portions with soy-based
meat substitutes and non-dairy
milk options for beverages. As the
name suggests, they have a huge
record collection and DJs several
times a weeks. With LYthe
NG crackle
HA
G I cosy
of vinyl lending a warm and
atmosphere, and healthy guilt-free
ST
R H want?
food—what more couldAyou
AG
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Hlemmur station, at the top of Hverfisgata, has long been a dark, slightNational
ly unsavoury
space where people
library
hide from
the winter elements and
wait for the bus. Having undergone
a thorough renovation
over the
National
last year, it recently reopened
museum as a
bright and bustling food court, offering everything from spicy Vietnamese street food to fine wines,
coffee and snacks, and fresh produce. Hlemmur University
Mathöll is a welcome
of Iceland
addition to Reykjavík’s
ever growing restaurant culture… and if you
should fancy a drink or three, you
can always catch the bus home. JR
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Block Burger is an
office favourite.
You can see their white paper togo bags stacked on writers’ desks,
accompanied by empty Fizzy Lizzy
soda bottles. Modelled heavily on
the American chain Shake Shack in
presentation, Block is
reasonably
GI
NHA
FO R and has quick
priced (for Reykjavík)
service. It’s a lunchtime spot worth
checking out.
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Óof Reykjavík’s finest bakeries.
One
SKJ
PL A
K A Regulars swear by their “snuðurs”—
A
cinnamon bread rolls smotheredGwith
AT
A
L
L
a sugary glaze. They take it
a step
VA
VesturFS
furtherbæjarlaug
and stuff these classics
with
HO
blueberries
and whatnot, eliciting
Swimming
Pool satisfied moans. Get
inappropriate
there early to snatch a warm one.
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A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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Reykjavík’s first Japanese-focussed
UR
V EG
NES
I house is a colourful Harajukutea
M
D
N
FR AC
RA
SG style cafe that offers fine Japanese
EIÐ
and Chinese teas, delicious cakes
BÁR
UG
ATA
and desserts, and a killer brunch
ÖLD
H
menu. The brunch presentation is anG ATA OLT
UG
ATA
SG
LL A
I
.
eventR Ain
RVA of
NDitself, with three layers
ESTU
G
V
A
MA
ÁL breads, dips, savouries, scones
fruit,
RA
TÚ
RG
.
NG
and cakes arriving on a three-tiered
AT
H
A
D
Á
serving tray. It’s a perfect weekend
VA
LL
AG
treat for two.
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Dining

ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K

Marshall
House

F

Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine City
Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our BestOf awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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The Map
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10. Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b
This spot was awarded Grapevine’s
“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to
say, it’s the perfect place to satisfy
p re gn a n cy c rav in g s , s p lit tin g
hangovers and midnight binges. We
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Fiskislóð 1-21, Skarfagarðar 2 (&
other locations)

Skólavörðustígur 19
T h e I c e l a n d i c w o o l s w e a te r 's
popularity with visitors means
th a t they ’re sometimes massproduced . But one place you
know you’ll get the real deal is
Handprjónasambandið, Iceland’s very
own hand-knitting association. They
have plenty of different styles and
colours available, so choose wisely!

Kringlan
Shopping
Mall
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at the unique japanese inspired
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H rím is a d eHsign
s to re that ’s
also Sthe
K AF go-to for fancy cutlery,
TA
LÍ Ð kitchen items. They
crockery, Hand
offer a selection of international
products, with a strong Icelandic
presence scattered throughout.
Have a browse—even
if you don’t
MIK
BR A like you
even cook much, you’llL Afeel
UT
S TIG
AHL
need everything, because
it’s all so
ÍÐ
beautiful.
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Tryggvagata 22
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20. Krónan

F

This Icelandic book store chain
has several branches with a great
selection of Icelandic writing and all
the latest international titles, often
in both Icelandic and English. The
cafes at the Skólavörðustígur and
Austurstræti locations also make
for great people-watching spots,
and they have a strong selection
of international newspapers and
magazines.
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A cool environment in a great
DRaÁ strong presence
location, Skúli has
PUH
LÍ Ð
in this category with its vast
selection
B LÖ
of brews, although
the
prices
can
NDU
HLÍ Ð
be steep for the serving
size. It has
Cards Against Humanity, and there’s
one bartender who sometimes plays
death metal.
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13. Skúli Craft Bar
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Húrra has been awarded Grapevine’s
coveted “Best All-Around Bar.” It’s a
great place to go anytime for almost
any reason—whether it’s weeknight
drinks, dancing with your friends
MIK
or catching
L AB a gig in their excellent
R AU
T
music and events
programme. They
even have karaoke downstairs!
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This beautifully designed new bar
looks really fancy, but it has a laidback atmosphere, serves a great
selection of cocktails and beer, and
plays excellent music. The weekend
nighttime crowd is a bit American
Psycho, but
not without its
R
Uthat’s
V EG
LL AR
A
charm.
V
UG

Beer & Wine
kr. 800
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recommend the lamb kofte wrap: it’s
to die for.
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Many credit this store with Reykjavík’s
sudden obsession with sneakers,
with people camping outside the
Laugavegur 22
store to get their hands on a new pair.
SKIP
H
to say, this store is shaping
Bravó is Húrra’s sister bar. They have O LNeedless
T
Icelandic beers on tap and DJs at the fashion in downtown Reykjavík.
weekend, but one of the best things
about Bravó is its lengthy happy 25. Eymundsson
hours—all the way from 11am to 8pm,
in fact.
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The presence of the aesthetically
immaculate Geysir seems to
17. Stofan
SAM
continually grow in Reykjaví k ,
TÚN
especially since they launched their
Vesturgata 3
SÓ
LTÚ clothing line and accompanying
own
N
When the name of the place literally catalogue. There are two locations
translates to “the living room,” it’s to drop by on Skólavörðustigur, each
with a differently styled interior. It
pretty much expected to be a very
MI Ð
cosy place to kick back with someTÚN might be a little pricey, but you’ll get
late-afternoon, early-evening Hdrinks. something high-quality for sure.
ÁTÚ
N
All their beers and wines on happy
hour from 4pm until 8pm, and it’s 24. Húrra Reykjavík
L AU
a lovely central location
G Awith a dim
V EG
BR A
UR
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T
basement and
Hverfisgata 50 & 78
AR Han airy first floor.
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This place has a unique and
constantly rotating selection of
beers from Mikkeller and other
carefully picked craft breweries,
knowledgeable bartenders, and it’s
located upstairs from Hverfisgata 12,
so you get good weekend DJs, fancy
bar snacks and pizzas.
TÚN

There are a handful of Red Cross
locations in Reykjavík, the most
popular of which is a small store on
Laugavegur. Here you’ll be able to
find some pretty cool and unique
stuff for cheap prices.
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16. Mikkeller & Friends
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This long-established crafts and
design store has been running since
1940, since way before Icelandic
design was cool. It’s a fascinating
store , loaded with interesting
objects and trinkets. While it might
look like a tourist shop, it’s been
there for seventy or eighty years. So
even if it is a tourist shop, it must be
a good one.

EG

Restaurant - Bar - Deli
Hverﬁsgata 26 - matbar.is

Sigurjón
Art
Museum

SV

This standard go-to bar for cocktails
holds its own as far as the mixing
game goes, with a unique menu and
highly skilled bartenders to shake
them up. The bar itself is a beautifully
designed space with a gorgeous
view, right in the Old Harbour. It
closes on the early side, but it’s great
to start out there.

Skólavörðustígur 12 & other
locations

NE
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21. Rammagerðin
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15. Slippbarinn
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This fancy-ass cocktail place is one of
the more upscale clubs in Reykjavík.
It has 70s tiki lounge/Boogie Nights
décor, and the throwback disco
music is on point.

UG

Veltusund 1

shoulders above the rest when it
comes to size and the quality and
variety of produce on offer, as well
as their lengthy opening hours.
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Grandagarði 101
Old Harbour Reykjavík
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Issue 16 — 2017
the rather abrupt shift into more
minimalist compositions.

1440
A personal favorite and one of
the earliest compositions for the
album. Fun fact: the major part
that starts around the 4-minute
mark was literally composed by me
randomly hitting all the black keys
with my right hand.

1953
I don’t know what’s happening here
but I like it. I also like how this trackby-track feature is turning into a
review of my own album.

3055

TRACK BY TRACK

Ólafur Arnalds
- ‘Eulogy For
Evolution 2017’
Words: Ólafur Arnalds

Eulogy For Evolution 2017
Out now via Erased Tapes. Special
thanks to drownedinsound.com.

Following its initial release in
2007 and coinciding with his 30th
birthday, Icelandic composer
Ólafur Arnalds has reissued and
revived his debut album in the
form of a special remastered 10th
Anniversary edition titled ‘Eulogy
For Evolution 2017.’ "I spent a couple
of weeks in some sort of a time
machine, opening up and working
on twelve-year-old recordings,”
says Ólafur. “There was noise in the
microphones, but I found myself
admiring what my teenage self was
capable of."

0040
For the music theory geeks, one
could see this as an exercise in
modulation by a 16-year-old who
just heard the term for the first
time. But I believe what I was

thinking was this constant feeling
of never really knowing where
you are until finally it falls into
place, things become settled,
and life begins. The right-hand
melody reappears several times
throughout the album.

0048 / 0729
So, first of all, I think the title of
this one is a typo… I think it was
supposed to be 0448/0729 but it
got lost somewhere in the world of
early metadata. But whatever. What
a weird song this is. Why is there a
melodica in this song? Makes no
sense.

0952
OK, so this song is important. Most
of the songs I wrote in the years
before the album was released,
but this song I added in the studio.
I think it shows a big change in
my taste and composing style,
and a hint of what was to come on
following releases, where I made

Another song that mostly got
created in the studio. I went into
the studio with a composition only
written for one piano and a string
quartet but walked out of the
studio with a hard drive full of drum
parts, guitars, several new piano
melodies, electronic ambiances…
Since then I strongly believe
that the best songs get created
spontaneously.

3326
I wrote this on the midi sequencer
in Pro Tools 5.3—yes, really—and
then handed it off to a violinist
to turn it into actual music. The
wonderful thing about it is that
since not much of the expression
was written into the DNA of the
song, it can change a lot depending
on who is playing it and how they
choose to express it. The violinist
on this recording is Gréta Salóme
(fun fact: she has competed twice
for Iceland in Eurovision Song
Contest with her epic string-laden
pop-rock songs).

Laugavegur 3

Kringlan

Hagasmári 9

Fitjar

KEF Airport

IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

3704 / 3837
This is where things turn slightly
weird. I was still a drummer in a
thrash punk band at this time and
felt it was nice to include that
element on the album. There was
also this big idea about the album
being about the circle of life and
death. I guess this is death then.

gpv.is/tbt
Share this + Archives

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.

WAR
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you
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love!

Music
One of Iceland’s best live
acts, the furiously energetic punk-poetry collective
Grísalappalísa, has returned. They
dropped a new video last week, premiered at grapevine.is and directed
by the band’s drummer, Sigurður
Möller Sívertsen. The song is called
‘Kvæðaþjófurinn,’ and it’s the band’s
first original material since the release
of the ‘Rökrétt Framhald’ LP in 2014. It’s
also our first taste of their third album,
which is set for a 2018 release. “It’s
sonic blast of smudge-y punk-rock,”
says the band. “The title roughly translates to ‘The Poetry-Thief,’ and is narrated by a character called Kvæðaþjófurinn. Figures of Icelandic literature
like Sjón, Megas & Elías Mar get in his
path as he tries to steal articles of their
clothing, and medicine, in search for
inspiration in his cannibalistic nature.”

MUSIC
NEWS

Musician Aron Elvar

Lo-fi Intimacy
The intoxicating connections
of beatmachinearon

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Art Bicnick
For people who don’t listen to
much hip-hop, the idea of making
beats might seem simplistic— energetic claps in “Get Low,” boom
bap scratches in Nas. A backdrop.
But listen to the work of Aron
Elvar, aka the Aron behind beatmachinearon, and you’l l find
something different. Immediately, you know you’re listening
to art, to a true composer and
someone that, in the simplest
sense, gets it. He is someone who
understands sound, emotion, and
has the unique ability to transfer
it. His beats makes you feel, and if
they don’t, you might be a fucking
robot.

The escapist
connection

Beats and Bill Evans
Don’t misunderstand though, Aron
has anything but a “troubled artist”
vibe. Rather, he’s a chill funny guy
who has the rare combination of
talent and work ethic. His music is
weird. It’s eclectic. Aron’s signature
touch is, without a doubt, melding
samples you wouldn’t expect to hear
in hip-hop.
Jazz is a particular favourite. “My
Mom raised me on things like Etta
James and Michael Jackson,” he tells
me. “Bill Evans in my favorite. He
just closes his eyes and plays and
you’re like, man. I like using saxophone and trumpet and piano. It’s
so pure.”
His track ‘mono1’ is a great starting point. The song begins with a
Bill Evans monologue over a crooning trumpet sample. Then as a slow
jumpy synth beat starts, a weirdly
sexy Evans piano portion plays. It’s
one of those songs that you have to
stop and actively listen to. You could
put it on as a background track, but
then prepare to get distracted. Aron
explains, “I remember afterwards
I had this feeling like damn, I did
this. I really made this. I love this.”

“The music I like most is music
that you can connect with, that
you can feel emotion with,” Aron
tells me. “I connect with music really deeply and my beats too. I have
to feel it inside, which is, I don’t
know...” He laughs a little, perhaps
at his sincerity. “Whatever man,
I like it. I like to feel something. I
stand by that.”
Recognition is, of course, not
Genuine Ballin’
synonymous with artistry, but
that said, Aron might be the most Right now, Aron’s concentrating
popular Icelandic artist you’ve on rapping. “I’ve been writing lyrnever heard of. A fair amount of ics since before I started making
his songs have 100,000+ plays. His beats, but I’m taking it seriously. I
Soundcloud has more than 25,000 want to put stuff out,” he says. He
followers. He just got sponsored to talks about how inspired he is by
put out his first LP.
how big Icelandic hip-hop is becomThe attention was just a bo- ing, and all the new styles and acts
nus though. “It just sort of went coming out. “It has to be intimate
boom boom boom going up and I though and genuine, from my heart
did think, you know, maybe I can and soul, and it has to feel natudo this. And yeah, I
ral and like it flows.”
like that people like
He concludes, “You
gpv.is/music
it, but really I just do
just can’t try and be
Share this + Archives
this for me. Making
someth i ng you’re
beats is an escape
not. You have to folfor me from stuff like anxiety or low your heart and don’t let anyone
depression.” He stops, then laughs talk down to you or tell you what to
again. “C’mon, I just make what do.” Then he smiles and laughs—
feels right at the time, what flows, again. “Look, just go all in and you’ll
and I don’t release that often even end up ballin’.”
though I have more like 2,000
beats done. If I want to, I put it on- Check out Aron’s music at
line, but if I don’t, I don’t.”
soundcloud.com/beatmachinearon

Iceland Airwaves has announced the
final 63 bands for the 2017 lineup.
Amongst the newly announced batch
is the legendary troubadour Megas,
who will perform at the National
Theatre on November 2, backed up by a
choir and a symphony orchestra. Other
acts added to the lineup include sóley,
Vök, Fufanu, Flamingods (UK/BH), Jón
Jónsson, Úlfur Úlfur, Gangly, Valdimar,
Gyða Valtýsdóttir, Moses Hightower
and amiina. Airwaves will also be held
in Akureyri this year, with acts including Ásgeir, Emiliana Torrini & The
Colorist, Mura Masa, 200.000 Naglbítar,
Stefflon Don, Daniel OG, Mammút, Vök,
Aron Can, Emmsje Gauti, Joey Christ,
JFDR and more.

The much lauded simmering classical/
techno crossover project Kiasmos—aka composer Ólafur Arnalds
and Bloodgroup star Janus Rasmussen—has announced a new release.
The ‘Blurred’ EP will consist of six new
tracks, and is set for an October 6th
release via the Erased Tapes label. The
duo will headline a live show at Húrra
on September 30th to celebrate the
new release—the doors open 9pm,
and tickets will be 2,500 ISK at the door.
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music acts that
are just as innovative and provocative. “Solo Act”
gives you Andreas
Borregaard, a Danish accordionist
who investigates
the idea behind
physical live
performance.
“Love Songs” is a
collaborate effort
of music, scenery,
Cycle Music and Art Festival
and audience—an
opera in four
Various Days - Various Times chambers where
Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
the audience will
The Cycle Music
presents a power- get to experiand Art Festival
ful program, with ence along with

the artists how
a larger interdisciplinary work is
created. “Visual
Resonance” gives
you a meeting of
contemporary
visual art and
music. The music
is installed spatially, surrounded
by art objects
and reflected
or commented
on by these.
There’s many
more, so look at
the program and
start clearing your
schedule. HJC

Páll Oskar
16 September,
15:00, 20:00,
Laugardalshöll
Glamorous,
iconic, upbeat,
catchy...Páll
Oskar is best
described
in one word:
perfect. You
hear? HJC

Russian Souvenir
10 September, 17:00, 		
Harpa, 2.900 ISK
From Tchaikovsky
to Musorgsky,
Russia has
a wealth of
outstanding
composers. In
this program,
test those cold
Siberian waters.

Let your heart
be grabbed
and your soul
warmed—hey,
Russian music
was designed
to heat you up
in those chilly
winters. HJC

Alice In Chains
Cover Band
8 September,
20:00, Gaukurinn
2.500 ISK
Come bury
yourself in shit,
feed your eyes,
and deny your
maker...or just
sing along. HJC

MYRKFÆLNI x KFJC 89.7 FM
15. 16 Sept., 20:00, Húrra, 1.000 ISK
The word
“myrkfælni”
means “fear of
darkness”—fitting considering
the music you
might hear at this
festival, put on
in collaboration
with underground

music magazine
MYRKFÆLNI and
KFJC freeform
California radio
station 89.7 FM.
Come for ambient, punk, and all
that other alt shit.
Dress in black to
blend in. HJC

September 8 - September 21

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.
Friday September 8

Sunday September 10

Concerts:

Concerts:

Dúndurfréttir: Classic Rock Covers
22:00 Hard Rock Café
Duo Harpverk
21:00 Mengi
Lefty Hooks & The Right Thingz
22:00 Dillon
Icelandic DNB / Jungle Night
21:00 Húrra
Alice In Chains Cover Band
22:00 Gaukurinn
Milkywhale / Hildur
21:00 KEX Hostel
Mogesen
22:00 Paloma

Concerts:

22:00 DJ Spegill
22:00 Balcony Boyz
22:00 DJ Maggi Lego

Prikið
Tivoli
Boston

Snorri Helgason

Concerts:

Concerts:

Karaoke Night
20:00 Loft
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
COW #1: Pauline Oliveros
21:00 Mengi
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Jakob & Bergur
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Louvre
21:00 Boston
Plastic Gods / Electric Space
Orchestra / Ashton Cut / Döpur
20:00 Gaukurinn

Lucas Abela / AMFJ /
Jóhann Eiriksson
21:00 Mengi
MYRKFÆLI x KFJC 89.7
20:00 Húrra
Lame Dudes
22:00 Dillon
Páll Óskar
15:00, 20:00 Laugardalshöll
MARKÚS / Godchilla / Rex Pistols
22:00 Gaukurinn

Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Futuregrapher / NWRMNTC
21:00 Gaukurinn
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Joan Shelley
21:00 Mengi
Möller Mashup #4
21:30 Hlemmur Square
Cycle Music & Art Festival:
Visual Resonance
20:00 Gerðarsafn
Seiðlæti
20:00 Iðnó

Concerts:

22:00 DJ Maggi Lego

Concerts:

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
The Quartet On The Move
17:00 Harpa
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Cycle Music & Art Festival:
Love Songs
14:00 Gerðarsafn

Prikið
Tivoli
Boston

Concerts:

Tuesday September 12
Concerts:
Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Singer-Songwriter Jam
21:00 Dillon
Markús & Marteinn Sindri
21:30 Rosenberg
Cycle Music & Art Festival:
Impossible Situations
20:00 Gerðarsafn

U2 Tribute Concert
21:00 Hard Rock Café
MYRKFÆLI x KFJC 89.7
20:00 Húrra
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
JOYFULTALK
21:00 Mengi
Óregla
22:00 Dillon

Prikið

22:00 DJ Big-Gee
22:00 DJ Dora
22:00 BLKPRTY
22:00 DJ De La Rósa

Prikið

Monday September 18
Concerts:
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Crossing Keyboards
19:30 Nordic House

Tuesday September 19

Joey Christ

Concerts:

Thursday September 21

Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Vigdís Ásgeirsdóttir Quartet
21:30 Rosenberg
Cycle Music & Art Festival:
Radical Hospitality
15:00 Gerðarsafn

Concerts:

DJs:
22:00 DJ Orang Volante

DJs:

DJs:

Prikið
Tivoli
Boston

Thursday September 14

Friday September 15

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Jelila Bouraoui
21:00 Dillon

22:00 DJ Gerviskyur
22:00 DJ Simon Nodle
22:00 KrBear / Ezeo & More!

DJs:

21:00 DJ Housekell
21:00 DJ KrBear
21:00 DJ LSVR

Concerts:

DJs:

Sunday September 17

Prikið

DJs:

Monday September 11

21:00 DJ Berndsen

Concerts:

Rasta Gata: RVK Soundsystem
17:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Stefán Ragnar & Tortelier
17:00 Harpa
Snorri Helgason
21:00 Mengi
Hits & Tits: KaRaOkE
21:00 Húrra
Cycle Music & Art Festival:
Solo Act
20:00 Gerðarsafn
Reykjavík Hip Hop Night
20:00 Gaukurinn

Saturday September 9

DJs:

Wednesday September 20

22:00 DJ Mogesen

Prikið
Sæta Svínið
Tivoli
Húrra
Boston

JóiPé & Króli
22:00 Prikið
Ólöf Arnalds & Skúli Sverrisson
21:00 Mengi
Rock Festival: Kira Kira & More!
13:00 KEX Hostel
Magnea / Kid Sune
21:00 KEX Hostel
Babies
22:00 Húrra
Popek
19:00 Gaukurinn
Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Friðik Dór
16:00, 20:00 Harpa
RVK Soundsystem
20:00 Paloma
Eyjólfur "Eyfi" Kristjánsson
22:00 Rosenberg

Saturday September 16

DJs:

Russian Souvenir
17:00 Harpa
SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Reykjavík Chamber Orchestra:
Two Septets
17:00 Harpa
Mambo Band: Salsa Night!
21:30 Rosenberg

DJs:
22:00 DJ Vald / Thaison
22:00 DJ Dora
22:00 DJ Egill Cali
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
22:00 DJ Ymir

Wednesday September 13

Prikið
Sæta Svínið
Tivoli
Boston

Prikið

Focus
20:00 Hard Rock Café
VAR(NOW): #A
Live Coding Performance
21:00 Mengi
Rasta Gata: RVK Soundsystem
17:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Joey Christ
22:00 Prikið
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
A French Celebration
17:00 Harpa
Caterpillarmen & Brött Brekka
20:00 Húrra
Ragga Gröndal
21:30 Rosenberg
DJs:

Seiðlæti

21:00 DJ Maggi Lego
21:00 DJ Lil Drop

Prikið
Tivoli

Music

Dýrfinna Benita is Countess Malaise
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Bubbi Morthens the Bruce Springsteen of Iceland

Rock and Roll
Archetype
Excavated
Bubbi live at Dillon

Words: Valur Gunnarsson Photo: Gundi

Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík.
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)
Reservation: +354 519 7766 or info@marshallrestaurant.is
www.marshallrestaurant.is
Closed Mondays.

There is something fishy about Bub- his autobiography (penned with the
bi offering a free concert. After all, aid of renowned literature critic
this is the man who has done more Silja Aðalsteinsdóttir) was the best
to monetize Icelandic music than selling book.
Then came the ‘90s. For a new
most, as when he sold his entire
back catalogue to a bank in 2004. generation, Bubbi became best
So he gave a “free” concert at Dil- known as a boxing presenter for
lon Whisky Bar, but upon entering, the 365 media conglomerate. His
one could immediately see what albums slipped down on the charts,
the scam was. A table with a view but he remained a formidable live
of the stage cost 10.000 ISK. Others act, playing new songs with guscould stand in the aisle for free and to, or being almost Dylanesque in
hear, if not quite see, what is going changing his old ones beyond recon. Still, the bar had Happy Hour ognition. It was only in the early
throughout and Grapevine was in 2000s, with appearances becoming
a good mood, so we gave what we rarer, that he started to resemble
a greatest hits act while hobnobcould hear a, well, fair hearing.
But first the facts. Bubbi in the ‘80s bing with the soon-to-be-bankrupt
bankers.
was the most laudThis is why Bubed rock star Iceland
gpv.is/music
bi’s show at Dillon,
ever had. He was one
Share this + Archives
which took place in
of few who managed
to make a pile of money out of be- late August marked something of
ing the biggest fish in a very small a return to form. His new album,
pond, swimming in women and— ‘Tungumál,’ was, like 1992’s ‘Von,’
as rock stars did in those days— recorded in and inspired by Latin
plenty of cocaine. By the time his America. This evening, it was just
album ‘Sögur af landi’ came out in him and his guitar. And it has to
1990, he had made a claim to being be said that he remains a fantastic
a major poet too. That Christmas, it guitar player and his voice has lost
was the higest selling album while little of its power. When glimpsed,

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

he even looks better than he has in a
long while, with less weight and just
a little grey in his beard.
But the songwriting did not
quite reach the heights one had
hoped for; reminiscent of, but never
quite reaching the level of his 1985
masterpiece ‘Kona.’ At his best,
Bubbi is a troubadour who lays
his soul bare or tears at the structures of an unequal society. At his
most mediocre, he merely offers
half-hearted commentary on the
latest headlines. Here we got a bit of
both. And when he said he was worried about where the current boom
seems to be taking us in terms of
greed, well, where were you when
we needed you in 2007? Ah yes…
But still, when he offered his
heartfelt tribute to the recently deceased Leonard Cohen, upping his
own poetry in the process, we were
fully onboard. By this point, the
regular Bubbi crowd emerged at the
back, tattooed, drunk and very late.
At times Bubbi has been embraced
by the intelligentsia, but those days
are long gone. He remains, for good
and for bad, a man of the people,
even more so by making the same
mistakes as so many did in the last
boom.
And yet he does not pander to
them. The encores consisted of only
one of his own standards, ‘Stál og
hnífur,’ and then a Joy Division cut
before moving over to the blues
classics he loves so much. He seems
genuinely moved that people have
stayed through it all. But Bubbi,
perhaps like your fallible, but sometimes brilliant, older brother, is a
man whom it is impossible to dislike for very time.
Welcome back.
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Milkywhale the superstar

All Singing,
All Dancing
Party phenomenon Milkywhale
prepares for Iceland Airwaves

Words: Steindór Grétar Jónsson Photo: Art Bicnick
As Iceland Airwaves approaches,
Icelandic pop duo Milkywhale is
expanding horizons by reaching
out to a new audience. “We’re playing for kids in elementary school,
down to 6 years old,” says Melkorka
Sigríður Magnúsdóttir, the singer,
dancer and all-around frontman.
Together with producer Árni Plúseinn of FM Belfast, Milkywhale is
taking their choreography-heavy
live shows to kids outside of Reykjavík, as a part of the program ‘Art
for All,’ spearheaded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
“Some areas in Iceland don’t have
the same access to cultural events
as the city, where we’re super privileged,” Melkorka explains. “It’s an
intense tour, going to Sauðarkrókur
and Snæfellsnes and all around.
You learn a lot about yourself when
you play to a new type of audience
and see the reaction, what people
like and don’t like.”
The project is a part of a gigheavy September for the duo, who
are also set to play the La Mercè festival in Barcelona, and to celebrate
the vinyl release of their debut al-

bum with a party at Kex, supported
by pop singer Hildur.

High priestess
Melkorka, a trained dancer and choreographer, exerts a huge amount
of energy onstage, taking on the
duties of both singer and one-woman dance exhibition. “I’m doing
personal training three times a
week now to get ready,” she says. “I
studied in Amsterdam, and used to
admire the musical theatre department. The hardest thing is singing
and dancing at the same time. I’ve
really had a taste of that medicine
with Milkywhale.”
When Milkywhale debuted—in a
performance at the Reykjavík Dance
Festival—it was a pre-planned
show, rehearsed over many weeks.
As it evolved into a concert band,
the focus had to adjust. “In our first
ever concert, I finished all my energy in half an hour,” Melkorka admits. “I’ve started to learn where I
can conserve the energy, and where
I can jump around like a madman.
The energy I get from the audience
also helps—I don’t do it by myself.

I can kind of just orchestrate the
show like a high priestess.”
The live shows tend to spark new
ideas for the band, Melkorka explains, a sort of practice by doing.
“It’s all about the fun, the music, the
dancing, and connecting with the
audience,” she says. “I come from
the background of contemporary
dance, where everyone sits real serious without reacting, and you’re
lucky if twenty people show up.
Now, I’m in a concert venue with a
thousand people jumping, screaming, dancing. That’s a change I really enjoy.”

Whale of a time
In April of next year, Melkorka
will premiere a new dance piece,
‘Vakúm,’ in Tjarnarbíó theatre. Featuring a cast of singers and dancers, including musicians Auðunn
Lúthersson, aka AUÐUR, and Gunnar Ragnarsson from Grísalappalísa, it will explore the connection
between choreography and music.
With all this going on, and with
Árni’s busy schedule with FM Belfast and other projects, how do they
find the time for the energy-intensive Milkywhale?
“Honestly, it can be difficult,”
Melkorka confesses. “We’ve had to
say no to some exciting concerts.
As an artist I’m used to running on
3000 percent energy, and trying to
make all the projects go forward.
Creativity is the priority, and we divide it into different exploits. But
for me, Milkywhale is number one,
two and three. It’s the most fun
thing I do.”

THIS AD SPACE IS RESERVED FOR
ROSENBERG KLAPPARSTÍG 27 TO
ADVERTISE THEIR LOVELY BREAKFAST
& LUNCH WHICH EVERYONE ARE
TALKING ABOUT
THIS AD SPACE IS RESERVED FOR
ROSENBERG KLAPPARSTÍG 27 TO
ADVERTISE THEIR LOVELY BREAKFAST
& LUNCH WHICH EVERYONE ARE
TALKING ABOUT

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
105 Reykjavík
+354 411 6420

Open daily
10h00–17h00
artmuseum.is
#listasafnreykjavikur

?

18.8 — 21.10 2017
Variations
Dodda Maggý
bergcontemporary.is

Klapparstígur 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland

Art

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

An Opal Universe
Dodda Maggý connects sound and vision
to make dreams into reality
Words: John Rogers Photo: Art Bicnick

CYCLE MUSIC
AND ART
FESTIVAL &

Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs
Natural History Museum of Kópavogur

ANDREW RANVILLE

EAST IS WEST AND WEST IS EAST

2014-

Gerðarsafn
Kópavogur Art Museum

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR
CULTURE HOUSES
AND EXPERIENCE

MANY
FACES
OF
NATURE
& MORE

Salurinn Concert Hall
Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs Natural History Museum of Kópavogur
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library
Sundlaug Kópavogs Kopavogur Thermal Pool
Kópavogskirkja Kopavogur Church

A circle of icy spheres swirl across
a dark wall in BERG Contemporary. They dance in unison to a
series of piano chords, spinning
in orbit and sometimes forming
patterns, falling into sync before
cascading out of order once more
only to coincide differently moments later. It’s a hypnotic motion
that brings to mind an army of
pale moons cast in a cosmic ballet, or the mathematical swirl of
electrons circling atoms, or the
mesmerising patterned formation
of sand on a Chladni plate.
The artist and composer behind the work is Dodda Maggý,
who explains, somewhat surprisingly, that the animation, ‘Étude
Op. 88, No. 1’ (2017), was created by
hand rather than with a computer-generated algorithm. “They’re
opals that I scanned,” says Dodda. “I don’t work with computer
generated imagery, but I do use a
computer. It’s a basic animation
technique—I’ve developed my own
way of working, over the years.”

Deep core
The work on view in the exhibi-

tion, which is entitled ‘Variations,’
has been two years in the making,
but the process of researching the
relationship between sound and
music started much earlier. “My
background is in music,” explains
Dodda. “I entered the visual arts
after that. When I went into art
school, I wasn’t sure whether
to study composition or visual
arts—but in visual arts I felt that
I could do both. Then I went back
to study composition again.”
Dodda’s studies led to a ser i e s of a n i m at i on s ent it le d
‘DeCore’—a colourful, psychedelic presentation that’s exhibited
alongside the icy dance of the exhibition’s centrepiece, ‘Étude Op.
88, No. 1.’
“I was exploring techniques
used in sound design, and applying them to video, working with
synaesthesia,” she explains. “I
was interested in visualisations
of sound, and what the links are.
What I discovered is that the link
is proportion—that you can link
visual proportions with those
found in music. Intervals in music are the proportion of space
between the notes.”

Materialising the
internal
Dodda has a wide palette of references ranging from the loosely
strung avant-garde Visual Music movement of the 20th Century, through to the animated
compositions of John Whitney.
But as well as further developing existing ideas and methods,
and carrying out her own original research, Dodda’s work is
often conceived using personal
elements.
“What I do as an artist is materialising internal experience,”
she explains. “You can approach
my work very formally, or sensorily, or personally. For example,
‘Étude Op. 88, No. 1.’ comes from
a dream. I sensed that somebody
had picked me up from earth and
took me into a black space. There
were fire opals there, growing in
the darkness. They told me that
these opa ls have frequencies.
And then I woke up.”
T he resu lt i ng a n i mat ion s,
and the series of framed stills
gleaned from them, form an intriguing entry point into Dodda’s audio-visual practise. Even
though the ‘Variations’ exhibition has just opened, she’s already t h i n k i ng a head to her
next show—a solo exhibition at
the prestigious ARoS Museum
in Aarhus, Denmark. “When it
rains, it pours,” smiles Dodda,
heading back to her studio, and
her rich internal world.

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 -22:00

Hamraborg 4–6
Kópavogur
Bus 1, 2 & 4

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com
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No Yesterday, No Tomorrow
Juvenile Bliss
9 Sept. 21:00, KEX Hostel, Free!
The title “Juvenile Bliss” came
from Þórsteinn
Sigurðsson’s

fascination with
American Juvenile Centers (aka
Juvie). He related

to the kids there.
They reminded
him of when he
was young and
more reckless.
“To put bliss after
juvenile though,
it’s a nice way
to describe the
feeling of being
young, of living in
the now.” He says.
“It’s a blissful
time.” The exhibit
combines photos
of Þórsteinn and
his friends when
they were young

with a group of
teenagers that
he documented.
Graffiti, skating,
hanging out—it’s
a powerful and
beautiful representation of the
time where neither the past nor
future mattered.
The exhibit will on
display for one
night, and will be
joined by DJs and
performances by
artists like Aron
Can and Flóni. HJC

Cha Ching (Yes GAWD)
ey. They work so
hard, they deserve
this honey. Yes,
get your $10.000,
21 Sept. 21:00,
before taxes, via
Gaukurinn, $$$
Paypal, and get
these drag/burlesque superstars
These girls look
sickening, so give on their European
them all your mon- tour. HJC
Gógó Starr
& Miss Mokki
Fundraiser

Oh This? It’s Local

RIP Sweet Silence

Selma details her
own experience
of Reykjavík life.
Until 26 Sept., SÍM Does it jive with
yours? Or is it
Using everything radically differfrom concrete to ent? Only one
electric circuits, way to know. HJC

Memorial For A sing and play
the guitar in
Marriage
their own worlds
around the room.
9-24 Sept.
So, it’s basiReyjavík Art Museum: Hafnarhús cally like college
parties, but no
“Wonderwall”. HJC
Ten musicians

Selma
Hreggviðsdóttir

September 8 - September 21

Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues visit
grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening
GERÐUBERG CULTURE HOUSE
Colonists Of Fire And Ice
Without its ethereal fields of moss,
the county of Iceland would be
rather barren. Here, watercolourist
Darek Mundell explores this idea,
presenting works inspired by the
changing light and colours of this
oft-ignored plant.
• Opens on September 9, 2017
• Runs until November 19, 2017
KIRSUBERJATRÉÐ
Icelandic Visions
Using silk paintings, kimonos, and
scarves, Maxime Noilou dissects
the forces of Icelandic nature. Think
glaciers, volcanos-—and emotions.
• Opens on September 9, 2017
• Runs until October 3, 2017
ÍSLENSK GRAFÍK
Portraits
Sigríður Rut Hreinsdóttir presents
new miniatures featuring natural
motifs from happy dandelions to
tiny hidden flowers.
• Opens on September 9, 2017
• Runs until September 24, 2017
HARBINGER
SKÁN / SKIN DEEP
The third exhibition in the series
"Eitt sett / One Set" brings together
artists Klægur Gunnarsson and Olga
Bergmann. Together, they explored
a world where ducks stare tearfully
at the detached eyes of passing
humans and chubby bees cheat and
stuff themselves with lollies while
the gardener rests.
• Opens on September 8, 2017
• Runs until September 30, 2017
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Sugar Paper Theories
The Geirfinnur case captivated
Iceland. Here, dive into the evidence
with Jack Latham, who photographed the places and people
involved. The exhibit also contains
forensic police photos and written
accounts from the psychologist
who freed the innocents convicted.
• Opens on September 16, 2017
• Runs until January 10, 2018

Ongoing

THE CULTURE HOUSE
'Points of View'
Guests are taken on a journey

through the Icelandic visual world of
past and present.
• On permanent view
THE NATIONAL GALLERY
Shoplifter
Hrafnhildur Árnadóttir, aka Shoplifter,
is a renowned Icelandic designer
and artist whose colourful, large
scale installations are eye-catching
and textural. She uses brightly
coloured hair fibres to create vivid,
dizzying landscapes, or “hairscapes”.
• Runs until October 10, 2017
Treasures of a Nation
This new long-term exhibit presents
a selected number of works from
1884 to 1911 of mostly Danish and
Scandinavian artists.
• Runs until December 31, 2017
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view
GALLERÝ H
“Rat Race” by Haraldur Ingi Haraldsson
Haraldur presents 19 paintings inspired by politics and the addiction
to power.
• Runs until December 21, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
God, I Feel So Bad / Woman In E
Ragnar Kjartansson’s retrospective
features four pianists and four opera singers playing simultaneously.
Now a new performance begins: a
presentation in which a glamorously
staged female guitarist endlessly
strums the chord e-minor.
• Runs until September 24, 2017
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
MELANKÓLÍA
Laufey Elíasdóttir’s photographs
are extremely personal. Raw, striking, and sorrowful—the exhibit is
based on a poem by Elísabet Kristín
Jökulsdóttir.
• Runs until October 10, 2017
THE NORDIC HOUSE
THE CITY BEING
THE CITY BEING explores various
aspects of our modern cities, with
contemporary Reykjavik as the main

point of reference.
• Runs until November 5, 2017

the transience?
• Runs until December 31, 2017

for the experiment.
• Runs until September 30, 2017

REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Metamorphosis
In Metamorphosis, Sigurgeir Sigurjónsson compares the city to the
built-up countryside to the wild wilderness. From torn-down buildings
in Reykjavík to abandoned farms,
the photos are brutal, sometimes
violent, but beautiful.
• Runs until September 10, 2017

RAMSKRAM
In And Out The Window
Nina Zurier presents a black and
white photography and video exhibit focusing on presenting normal
objects in an eerie light.
• Runs until September 23, 2017

LISTASTOFAN
Color Cacophony
Halla Gunnarsdóttir presents
landscapes and portraits which tell
a story of a world where men and
animals live between reality and fantasy, destruction and beauty.
• Runs until September 17, 2017

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Birds, Fjord and Iceland Photographs by Björn Björnsson
Björn specialised in nature photography and travelled around Iceland
documenting such.
• Runs until September 17, 2017
Bundled Up In Blue
This exhibition is based on new
research on the bones and grave
found in a settlement-era grave.
• Runs until September 30, 2017
SLÁTURHÚSIÐ
Born In The Slaughterhouse
Nine artists worked with various media to create an exhibit linked by the
idea of basic needs. Carcasses will
hang from hooks and snapshots will
capture prison cells, all to create a
playful twist on human violence.
• Runs until September 15, 2017
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Nordic Angan: A Fragrance Library Of
The Nordic Nature
Sonja Bent and Elin Hrent have set
up a workshop / showroom where
they make essential oils with the
goal of making a fragrance library
from Icelandic flora..
• Runs until September 20, 2017
MUSEUM OF WITCHCRAFT AND SORCERY
HDE YOUR FIRES
This exhibit is of the organic form,
juxtaposed by characteristic
Icelandic landscapes. Each photo is
designed to transpose a flickering
atmosphere, somewhere between
dream and tangibility as dark figures haunt nature.
• Runs until September 15, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
Louisa Matthíasdóttir: Calm
The exhibition spans the whole
career of Louisa Matthíasdóttir, who
painted mainly Icelandic landscapes
and still-lifes.
• Runs until September 17, 2017
Kjarval – Key Works
Kjarvalsstaðir was actually named
after the artist Jóhannes Sveinsson
Kjarval. This exhibit asks: Does the
value lie in natural beauty for its
own sake, in the hidden life within it,
in our potential for utilisation, or in

I8 GALLERY
Eggert Pétursson
Pétursson’s exhibit was inspired by
the mountain Bjarnarfell, where he
found ravines, vegetation and gullies that excited him. “Each of these
ravines had their own character.” He
says, “I have really dissolved everything, and I am not always certain
whether I am painting a stone, water, the flowers or the light. The mere
size of the works should allow the
viewer to walk into the work, even to
be enveloped by it. What is presented is my mapping of a certain
period and experience – a hike.”
• Runs until September 20, 2017
BERG CONTEMPORARY
Dodda Maggý
Lingering on the verge of cinema,
video art, and music composition,
Dodda Maggý employs many mediums
with a cross-disciplinary approach.
Each piece together forms a complex
organism.
• Runs until October 21, 2017
ART67
“MORPHOGENESIS”
Louise le Roux presents experimental works in fluid acrylics. The
exhibition is a result of explorations
of how colours and mediums react
with each other to create form. The
interplay of pigment density and
dispersion medium sets the stage

KLING OG BANG
VARIOUS, SMALL, MILK, AND
Emily Wardill presents large-scale
rayograms based on credit lists
from her last film. The exhibition
deals with dimensionality: Is it text
trying to be an image? A sculpture
attempting to be flat? A film that
wants to be words?
• Runs until September 24, 2017
Ok Monkey, All Right
The one who wins in the jungle may
not be the best candidate to do
so, right? Well here, Jóhannes Atli
Hinriksson explores these Darwinesque roots: the victims of creation.
• Runs until September 24, 2017
LISTHÚS ÓFEIGS
Metro-Natura
With an interdisciplinary approach,
three artists dive into the relationship between humans and their
neighborhoods.
• Runs until September 20, 2017
WIND AND WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
And then...
The famous solar eclipse might have
already passed, but you can revisit
this poignant moment with Olga
Bergmann's window display, which
resembles a fateful moon passing
the sun.
• Runs until September 17, 2017

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Events
FILM

Art, Sex and Other
Nuisances of
Modern Life
Cannes Palm d’or Winner ‘The Square’
shown in Bíó Paradís with English subtitles
Words: Valur Gunnarsson Photo: Still from the film

Ruben Östlund may well be the
finest filmmaker working in the
Nordic Countries today, so for him,
taking aim at the modern arts
scene as the setting for his latest
work may seem like a soft target
for such a sharp eye. That said, in
his last film ‘Force Majure,’ about a
family skiing holiday, he managed
to say more about modern society
than most.
(Note: Spoilers below).
In an analysis of ‘The Square,’
let’s begin with the basics. The film
asks, What is art? The main character, a museum curator named
Christian, is being interviewed by
an American journalist played by
Elizabeth Moss (‘Mad Men’’s Peggy
Olson and Handmaid’s tail). Nei-

ther journalist nor curator seem to
understand the question posed, so
Christian retorts by wondering if
any object, for example her handbag, placed in a museum would automatically become art. This question is later turned on its head: if
an artwork consisting of a mound
of dirt is accidentally swept up by
the cleaning guy and then replaced
by the curator, is it still art?
But there is more to modern life
than wondering what art is. Presaging a debate that had yet to happen when the movie was shot, we
see a statue of a white guy on a
horse being removed and accidentally destroyed. The Royal Palace
in Stockholm is being turned into
a trendy art museum.

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

We move on to what has by now
become familiar Östlund ground:
the desire of, or perhaps the pressure on, today’s emasculated male
to still perform heroically for
women in need. A damsel in distress comes running, chased by a
bad guy. Our curator is recruited
by a passer-by to intervene. They
stop the assailant and feel a rare
surge of testosterone, but it soon
turns out it was all a scam by pickpockets. Attempting to retrieve
his belongings, our hero enters a
world he neither knows nor understands—that of average working
people.
But this is all merely a backdrop
to a host of sometimes amusing,
often uncomfortable scenes. A
meeting with an artist, played by
Dominic West (‘The Wire’’s McNulty), is interrupted by a Tourette’s
afflicted guest, prompting challenging questions about the rights
of individual vs. group. And then
there is the scene with the monkey
man near-raping a society lady—
perhaps a little too much for an
otherwise subtle story, or perhaps
it gets right to the heart of the matter; we are all just apes trying to
survive in a civilization no one truly understands, with the animal
in us always peering out from just
below the surface.
And yet, as Winston Smith
would say, it would all be tolerable
if it wasn’t for sex. A mechanical
hook-up at a party results in, well,
a mildly uncomfortable day after,
minutely described in all its hypocritical dreariness. Who knew that
sex in the 21st Century would be
such a drag?
It all comes to a head when an
advertising agency makes an ad
for the curator’s exhibition, featuring homeless people, capitalizing
on the one minority left without
a voice. The ad is both tasteless
and meaningless and of course
goes viral, prompting widespread
condemnation. In an earlier age,
this would be seen as a PR coup,
but no more. Christian is taken to
task by religious groups and others
posing as heroes, defenders of the
oppressed, while others condemn
his retraction of the ad as a failure
to uphold free speech. As always,
Östlund offers no easy answers.
There was a time when art was
supposed to be thought-provoking
and, if need be, shocking. The art
museum in ‘The Square’ might not
live up to this task, but Östlund’s
film certainly does.

Museums
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily guided tours
Tours are from 13:00 to 14:00
through its open air exhibits.
• On permanent view

'From Poverty to Abundance'
Photos documenting Icelandic
fishermen at the turn of the 20th
century.
• On permanent view
'The History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that
showcases the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
• On permanent view
'Seawomen'
The fishing women of Iceland, past
and present.
• On permanent view

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
'The Making of A Nation'
This exhibition is intended to provide insight into the history of the
Icelandic nation from Settlement to
the present day.
• On permanent view
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
‘Settlement Sagas: Accounts from
Manuscripts’
This exhibition has rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of
the settlement of Reykjavík.
• On permanent view

VOLCANO HOUSE
The exhibition gives a brief overview
of Iceland’s magnificent nature.
• On permanent view
THE ICELANDIC PHALLOLOGICAL
MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
More than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to land and sea
mammals of Iceland.
• On permanent view

REYKJAVÍK MARITIME MUSEUM
'The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn'
This vessel sailed through all three
Cod Wars and has also served as a
rescue ship to more than 200 ships.
• On permanent view

Film

Bruiser!
This month's special screenings at Bíó Paradís. For the complete schedule,
visit www.bioparadis.is.
Currently Screening
• The Sixth Sense: Friday Night Party!		
September 8, 20:00
• Ivan's Childhood: Black Sundays		
September 10, 22:00
• Russian Film Days: The Icebreaker
September 14th, 19:00
• Take Me Here By The Dishwater - 		
Memorial For A Marriage: Special 		
Live Performance Screening		
September 15th, 18:00
• Russian Film Days: After You Are 		
Gone		
September 15th, 18:00
• Legally Blonde: Friday Night Party!		

September 15, 20:00
• Russian Film Days: The Monk And 		
The Demon		
September 16th, 18:00
• Russian Film Days: I Am Dragon		
September 17th, 18:00
• Regularly Screening:
The Square, BMP (120 Beats Per
Minute), Sami Blood, The Limehouse
Golem, Little Wing, Kongens Nei,
Hunting Flies, Out Of Thin, Heartstone,
Parents

BOOK& GET
ONLINE
TRAVEL

STERNA

.COM

GOLDEN CIRCLE &
THE SECRET LAGOON

MORE INFORMATION, OTHER TOURS & BOOKINGS AT:
WWW.STERNATRAVEL.COM OR VISIT OUR SALES DESK AT
HARPA CONCERT HALL DOWNTOWN REYKJAVÍK

a
ing are
r
p
s
t
o
-h
Geysir

A perfect combo of sightseeing
& relaxation in a natural lagoon!
Starting time 10:30
Free pick-up from 10:00
Duration 8 - 8,5 hours

Gullfoss

waterfall

PRICE: 12.900 ISK
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Various Events

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House
Fifty Shades Of Hey There Good Lookin'
Friday September 8

Thursday September 14

Thursday September 21

Guided Tour
12:00 The National Gallery Of Iceland
Reykjavík International
Literary Festival
11:30 Various Venues
Advania Fall Conference
8:30 Harpa

Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Saturday September 9

Guided Tour
12:00 The National Gallery Of Iceland
Krossmiðlun: Rohit Thawani
8:30 Harpa
Reykjavík Kabarett
22:00 Þjóðleikhúsið
Drag-Súgar Queer Variety Show
22:00 Gaukurinn

Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Gógó Starr & Miss Mokki
Fundraiser!
21:00 Gaukurinn

Reykjavík International
Literary Festival
11:30 Various Venues
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Foosball Tournament
20:00 Loft
TEDxReykjavík 2017: #reimagine
10:00 Tjarnarbíó
Sunday September 10
Hangover Cinema: Ninja Scroll
21:00 Prikið
Backgammon Tournament
16:00 Hlemmur Square
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Yoga Class (Free!)
12:00 Loft Hostel
Party Bingo!
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Meditation Hour
20:00 ODDSSON
Guided Tour
14:00 Nordic House
Mountain Lady
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
Monday September 11
Standup Comedy
21:00 Gaukurinn
Tuesday September 12
Stand Up: The Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Buffy & Angel Screening
19:00 Gaukurinn
Anime Night
20:00 Húrra
Wednesday September 13
Guided Tour
18:00 Nordic House
Game Of Thrones TV Show Pub Quiz
20:00 Stúdentakjallarinn

Friday September 15

Saturday September 16
Clothing Market!
13:00 Prikið
Reykjavík Kabarett
21:00 Þjóðleikhúsið

The Culture House

National Museum of Iceland

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Taste the
best of Iceland

Sunday September 17
BDSM Night
20:00 Gaukurinn
Guided Tour
14:00 Nordic House
Party Bingo!
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Hangover Cinema: King Of Comedy
21:00 Prikið
Yoga Class (Free!)
12:00 Loft Hostel
Meditation Hour
20:00 ODDSSON
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
How To Become Icelandic
In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Ásta Fanney: Poetry & Art
21:00 Mengi

ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous Icelandic
spirit Brennívín
Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

Monday September 18
Standup Comedy
21:00 Gaukurinn

7.990 kr.

Tuesday September 19
Stand Up: The Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Wednesday September 20
Guided Tour
18:00 Nordic House

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Art
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lar appeal. Henri painted numerous
scenes from the brothel where he lived
for week s at a time, and among

the most puzzling are his intimate and
delicate portrayals of lesbian lovers. In
the Belle Époque of Paris there was no
shortage of titillating lesbian imagery,
but in Henri’s treatment of this subject
we are faced with plump, plain women,
washed out, past their prime, showing
each other tenderness and care. Living
in the brothel he would see them clinging together for solace and affection.
Outcasts from society, much like himself. You don’t generally get much affection in Lautrec—he is not a sentimental artist—but he gets sentimental
and affectionate when he paints his
lesbians in love.

Þrándur Þórarinsson is a well renown artist in Iceland

Lautrec’s Affections and The
Death of Andreas Baader

agents. I was very taken with this picture when I saw it as a young man—the
pronounced tenebrism and strong
Käthe Kollwitz, ‘Woman with Dead Child,’
Etching, 1903.

The Making of Þrándur Þórarinsson
THE MAKING OF
AN ARTIST

Words:
Þrándur
Þórarinsson
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Þrándur Þórarinsson is a notable
painter who has more than once caught
Icelanders’ attention with his often
sharp and grim view of national folklore and the city of Reykjavík. His powerful painting of the primeval figure
Grýla has also impressed the rest of the
world. The previous issue of the Reykjavík Grapevine featured one of his
paintings, in which he depicted, in a
very effective way, the new reality of
tourism in Iceland.

composition coupled with contemporary and controversial subject matter
really struck a chord that has reverberated in my mind ever since.
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, ‘In bed,’ Oil
on cardboard, 1893.

Hugleikur dagsson, ‘Beastie,’ crayons
and pencil on paper, 1990.

The first, and arguably greatest, artistic influence in my life came from my
first cousin, Hugleikur Dagsson. We
would draw together as kids, and whenever we lived far apart I eagerly awaited the moment we would meet again
and compare sketchbooks. My mother brought me this drawing of his at a
time when I was living in Norway, and
we had it framed and hung on the wall
where it stayed well over a decade. I believe it to be among his earliest surviving drawings and I dare say it’s a fairly
representative work for this period.
Agnolo di Cosimo aka. Bronzino, ‘Venus
and Cupid,’ Oil on Panel, 1546.

As a teenager I would seek out great
drawings and draftsmen, mostly in

comics and role-playing art, but eventually it dawned on me that the greatest
draftsmen of them all were these socalled old masters. I read “Aldateikn”
(1974), a history of western art written
by Björn Th. Björnsson (godfather to
the field of art history in Iceland), with
images in black and white, and was
completely captivated. I particularly favoured the passage explaining this famous allegory by the Florentine mannerist Bronzino. This painting is
densely layered with obscure symbols
and references that have eluded art historians to this day, although Björn had
no trouble figuring it all out. The idea
that a seemingly incomprehensible
painting like this could be “deciphered”
appealed to me and thus started my undying love affair with the old masters.
Odd Nerdrum, ‘Death of Andreas Baader,’
Oil on canvas, 1978.

In this early masterpiece by my mentor
Odd Nerdrum, we see the supposed
murder of Andreas Baader, one of the
leaders of the terrorist organisation
Red Army Faction, in the Stammheim
Prison in 1977. According to official
sources, Baader committed suicide in
prison, but rumours quickly spread
that he had been murdered by secret

Lautrec’s work attracted me at an early
age due to it’s superb draftsmanship
and colouring, and its often seedy
nightlife subject matter had a particu-

I first encountered Käthe Kollwitz’s
works as a child, looking through my
parents’ bookshelf, and this encounter turned into a life-long fascination.
Most of her works depict the hardships suffered by the working class.
Themes of war and poverty dominate
her oeuvre, and images of women
grieving dead children are a recurring
theme—an experience that Kollwitz
suffered herself when her son died in
WWI. Kollwitz’s exploration of human
suffering amounted to a damning verdict of social conditions in Germany.
This particular image is atypical for
her in that all external references have
been omitted. There is no clue as to the
setting, or identity of these figures—
even their clothes have been left out.
This is stark naked grief, boiled down
to its bare essentials. Käthe has underscored the primal element in this work
by giving the women slightly ape-like
features.

NO BUN
NO FUN
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AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík
Get the complete
Happy Hour listings!
Download our free app appy hour on the Apple
and Android stores

APÓTEK
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600
ISK.
BAZAAR
Every day from
14:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,800
ISK.
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
GAUKURINN
Every day from

14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from
18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KRYDDLEGIN
HJÖRTU
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
LOFT
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

MARBAR
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cockails 1.200
ISK.
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 750
ISK.
PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00,
23:00 to 1:00.
Beer 790 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SKY
Every day from

16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
Half-priced
cocktails

HAPPIEST

HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN
EVERY DAY BETWEEN 23:00-01:00

TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
UNO
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 425 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1.200
ISK.
VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

publichouse.is
Laugavegur 24 - 555 7333
/GastroPubRvk

@publichousegastropub

Featured Happy Hour
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
14:00 to 21:00
With their new
delicious vegan
cocktail menu,
and completely

vegan bar,
Gaukurinn is the
new hotspot for
anyone looking
to get drunk but
stay plant based.
They also have an
N64. HJC

“The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll is as
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”
David Fricke, Rolling Stone.

THE ICELANDIC
MUSEUM OF
ROCK 'N' ROLL

Where you will find the locals
JOIN THE LOCALS AT THIS HIDDEN GEM IN DOWNTOWN REYKJAVÍK FOR
A UNIQUE MEAL IN A FUN, RELAXED ATMOSPHERE. ALL OF OUR DISHES
ARE COMPOSED OF HIGH QUALITY ICELANDIC INGREDIENTS THAT OUR
MASTERCHEFS PREPARE WITH A LATIN TWIST.

Visit Iceland's largest music museum and enjoy our history
of Icelandic rock and pop music. Browse through the timeline of
Icelandic pop and rock music with the Rock 'n' Roll app on Ipads,
spend time in our soundlab, cinema, karaoke booth, gift store,
exhibitions or simply grab a cup of coffee at our café (free wifi!).

Happy Hour 16-18

The museum is located in Keflavík
only 5 minutes away from
Keflavík International Airport.
Open daily from 11am - 6pm
For more go to rokksafn.is

The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll

BURRO TAPAS + STEAKS - BY INGÓLFSTORG VELTUSUND 1
+354 552 7333 WWW.BURRO.IS

@burro_rvk

/BurroRvk

Books
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very few non-medievalist translators working from Icelandic.”
This started to change after
the millennium with the rise of
Nordic Noir, according to Sigurður, as well as the 2011 Frankfurt Book Fair, where Iceland was
the Guest of Honor. “Today there's
lots of Icelandic crime fiction being translated,” he says, “as well
as other works from the new
generation of Icelandic authors.”

The idea of Iceland

Word up!

Found In Translation
Ideas of Iceland from across the globe
Words: Björn Halldórsson
On September 11th and 12th, an
international conference of translators will be held in Reykjavík
at Veröld, the home of the Vigdís
Finnbogadóttir Institute of Foreign Languages. One of the major
features of the conference will
be the presenting of the National
Library's new database of Icelandic fiction translated into other
languages, the creation of which
is a joint effort by the National
University Library, The Centre for
Icelandic Literature and the Consortium of Icelandic Libraries.
Sigurður Örn Guðbjörnsson, an
acquisition specialist at the National Library, is one of the people
behind this new database. “My degree is in anthropology, but I have
a keen interest in the sociology of
translations,” he explains. “It's a
rather new field that looks at how
books and languages travel around
the world. Publishing is one of the
oldest culture industries around
but it's only recently that anthro-

pologists and sociologists have
turned their attention to the history of publishing, perhaps due
to constant claims over the past
fifty years that the book is dying.”

A rite of passage
The database, which will be accessible through leitir.is, the search
engine of Icelandic libraries, will
provide an overview of the spread
of Icelandic fiction internationally. “Originally, in France and
Germany for example, translations from Icelandic were almost
entirely of the Icelandic Sagas,”
Sigurður says. “It was actually a
sort of rite of passage; if you were a
medievalist you wanted your CV to
include at least one translation of
an old Icelandic text. In the twentieth century, there were authors
like Nonni [Jón Sveinsson] and
Laxness and Gunnar Gunnarsson who found an audience overseas, but by and large there were

Through his work, Sigurður is
uniquely suited to gain an understanding of the outside world's
idea of what Iceland represents.
“Examining the book covers is
particularly interesting,” he says.
“Not too long ago, most Icelandic
books in translation had cover
images of turf houses or other
clichés, based on people's idea of
Iceland, rather than what the book
was about. The further away you
travelled, the stranger the covers
became. There are also efforts to
appeal to existing local trends—
one Spanish edition of the Sagas had fantasy-oriented covers
to intrigue readers of fantasy.”
Today, Icelandic publishing
houses do more to present their
authors on the international stage.
Sigurður says that translators
are also a major influence. “Most
translators have some passion
project in a drawer somewhere,”
he explains. “Something they
have a personal connection to and
would like to see in translation.”
This can sometimes lead to an
unexpected overseas success. “A
book might be translated for personal reasons, but end up opening
up an entirely new market for the
author, regardless of the author's
standing in the hierarchy of the
Icelandic literary world,” says
Sigurður. “In this way, Icelandic
authors have more options today—getting one bad review in the
Icelandic media is no longer the
death sentence that it used to be.”

gpv.is/lit
Share this + Archives
those wishing for a deeper understanding of the Icelandic language.

Questions of Travel:
William Morris in Iceland Lavinia Greenlaw

Get Your Read On
Late summer reads from
the Icelandic literature scene
Words: Björn Halldórsson
Each issue, we take a look at
two Icelandic titles old and new,
available in English translation
at most Reykjavík bookstores. If
you’d like more ideas, or to read
more on Icelandic literature, head
over to gpv.is/lit for in-depth author interviews, guides, and more
book reviews.

Inside Voices, Outside
Light - Sigurður Pálsson
In this collection of poetry, translator Martin S. Regal has gathered
a cross section of the works of Sigurður Pálsson, one of Iceland's foremost modern poets. The selection
sheds light on the development of
a poet who is still actively writing
and whose career has spanned much

of the modernism era in Icelandic
literature. Sigurður has been hugely
influential for the upcoming generation of Icelandic poets and writers
due to his guidance and his teachings at the University of Iceland's
Creative Writing department. Regal
has done a fantastic job of presenting
Sigurður's poetry within a contextual package. He provides a lengthy
introduction to the collection where
he gives the reader insight into Icelandic culture and poetic traditions
as well as into Sigurður's life and
character, using examples from
his bulk of autobiographical writing that is, as of yet, unavailable in
English. Furthermore, the poetry
itself is presented in a bilingual
format, with the Icelandic and English on opposing pages—ideal for

In 1871, William Morris—poet, writer, social activist, textile designer
and all around renaissance man—
set off for Iceland accompanied by
his friend and fellow scholar, the
Icelandic linguist and theologian,
Eiríkr Magnússon, with whom
he would publish several works of
translations of the Icelandic Sagas.
Morris's journal entries from this
fateful trip, which would deeply influence his work in the latter half of
his life, are brimming with humor
and enthusiasm for the landscape
and the people he meets. However,
as with most journals, a major focus of the writing is the scribe's
own psyche and character, providing a clear sense of the man himself
through his many ponderings on the
nature of travel and his own desires
to go abroad. Morris's journal entries have been previously published
but never in as pleasing and concise
a presentation as Lavinia Greenlaw's selection, which is interposed
with her own poetic responses
to Morris's prose, as well as an in
depth and personal introduction.
The book is therefore a composite work between the two authors,
set more than a century apart.

Shopping
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FACES OF REYKJAVÍK

Name: Sandra
Age: 26
From: Helsinki, Finland
If I had a time machine I would: Travel to
September 2016 and try to change the U.S.
presidential election.
If I had a boat I would name it: Sparkle Confetti

Buy Shit

Step away from the plastic Viking drinking horn...
Words: John Rogers

Viking.
Last thing I purchased: A silver jacket on 20%
discount!
What do I want: I want to stay in Iceland.
If I could change one thing about the world:
Trump would not be U.S. president.
Music I’m listening to: Regina, a Finnish electro
pop band - it really compliments the Icelandic
landscape.
Photo & Text: Zoe Sands

HA Design magazine

If you’re interested not just in
buying Icelandic design products,
but in learning about the people
behind them, pick up a copy of
HA magazine. It’s a well-regarded
periodical that covers current developments in everything from
furniture to font and typography
design, as well as clothing, vehicles and architecture. Alongside
lush imagery, each article is printed in both Icelandic and English,
so you can even try to pick up some
new words.

Modular Sculpture

If you’re someone who likes to
change up your living environment regularly and keep things
fresh, Anti Matter’s “Modular
Sculpture” could be for you. You
can lean, stack and balance the
various modules any way you
see fit. The modular sculpture is
available to buy from the YPSILON
design collective’s store on the
mezzanine at Adalstræti 2.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
Opal

Nói Síríus is an Icelandic candy
Kúlan Cutlery Stand
company that started way back in
the 1920s. Alongside producing
The Kúlan (“sphere” in English) Iceland’s well-loved giant Easter
cutlery stand was designed by eggs, it also makes the Opal brand
MARÝ, an Icelandic design house of liquorice pastilles, which come
based in Stockholm. The com- in pleasingly retro boxes that look
like a cross between
pany’s founder, Marý
pop art and some kind
Ólafsdóttir, takes ingpv.is/buyshit
of alt-Chinese comspiration from both
munist design. The
traditional craftsmansweets are marketed
ship and contemporary
design, with additional influences as “fresh breath products,” so get
from natural shapes. The Kúlan some to make your breath nice
might not be good for the neat- and… liquoricey. Warning: they’re
freaks among us, but for everyone addictive, so stock up.
else, it’ll turn your cutlery into a
cactus-like kitchen sculpture.

We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

Food

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

any pans
for
luncH?
Spice up your life

Paris of the East,
in the North

Bringing life to a dilapidated part of town

plaice
Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2,100 isk

arcTic cHar
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,
lemon and butter

2,100 isk

salmon
(lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

2,100 isk

our fisH pans are always
served wiTH buTTer–fried
icelandic poTaToes & fresH salad

deSSertS
carroT cake
Cognac cream cheese frosting
and roasted coconut flakes

1,550 isk

créme caramel
Classic egg custard with baked
white chocolate and strawberries

lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

flavours to the people and visitors of
Reykjavík, although he notes that
he wanted to add his own vision—a
Scandinavian twist that he deems
underrated.
“I can’t really say that I am opening up a Lebanese restaurant per
se, or a Moroccan one,” he explains.
“But these are flavours that I have

tirely unknown in Iceland. They are even quite popular in many households and the
demand for a decent hummus is
constantly rising. Þráinn, and his
head chef Hafsteinn Ólafsson, went
even further by adding some familiar friends to the mix.
“I felt that certain flavours which

“We
want to serve
straightforward
dishes that pack a lot
of flavour, using fresh
Something was missing
A
ingredients and delimarriage
Sumac Grill is named after the
cious spices that
tangy, vibrant and colourful condi- of flavours
I know people
ment. Chef and owner, Þráinn Freyr Midd le-eastern
Vigfússon, wanted to introduce new flavours are not enlove.”

N E W

A W A R D

BEST THAI FOOD 2017
a l s o b e s t 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3, 2 0 1 4, 2 0 1 5 A N D 2 0 1 6

BanThai
RESTAURANT

www.banthai.is

Ban Thai is not a “fast food” restaurant

prepare your time before you come to enjoy your meal
every meal take some time to cook, we cook after receiving the order

----------------------------

1,550 isk

grown to love, and I felt they were
missing from the Icelandic culinary
scene. That was the basic idea, to
serve up straightforward dishes
that pack a lot of flavour by using
fresh ingredients and delicious spices that I know
people love, even
though they have
not been too
prominent in
Reykjavík up
to this point.”

TEL : 692- 0564

The food and service will be slower when there‘s a full house

1,850 isk

There has historically been a real
lack of culinary institutions in
Iceland representing the northern
parts of Africa and the Middle East.
Save for a few fast food places—
those who’ve firmly established
themselves as among the best, of
course—there are very few restaurants that have served up the spices
found along the southern coastline
of the Mediterranean; the freshness
of mint, the deepness of harissa or
the tanginess of—yes—sumac.

----------------------------

icelandic "plokkfiskur"
Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,
white wine, cream and butter

Words: Björn Teitsson

----------------------------

FISH panS

we are quite accustomed to in the
North-Atlantic could actually marry very well with Mediterranean
flavours,” he says. “Dill, chives and
parsley all work fantastically well.”
“Most of the items on the menu
are conceived as dishes for sharing.
“We want people to have a nice and
relaxing time, have some drinks
and try different things. Sumac
Grill should be perfect for people to
gather after work or on weekends
for a drink and have a snack or a
meal,” says Þráinn. He emphasises that sharing is caring, especially
with fantastic dishes like hummus and flatbread, falafel,
or harissa-marinated
chicken wings.
The interior of
the restaurant
boasts an eloquent modernist design,
with a mix of
dark and golden colours,
stylish benches and chairs,
and a bar that has
a splendid view of
an open kitchen where
the whole cooking process is
on display. The aim, according to
Þráinn, is to “bring a bit of Beirut to
Reykjavík, a truly rich culinary heritage, while still offering the freshest local ingredients in a slightly
different setting.”

Laugavegur 130
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Tossing nine to five

Heeeeere’s Jamie

Handmade pasta that won’t break the bank
Words: Shruthi Basappa Photos: Art Bicnick
When ‘The Naked Chef’ first aired
on the telly, the intention was that
it’d encourage ‘blokes’ to step up in
the kitchen. Whether that worked
or not, Jamie Oliver did become
an international sensation with a
wild following (possibly due to that
British accent). Riding the ensuing
wave of popularity, a new branch of
the Jamie’s Italian restaurant chain
opened its doors in Reykjavik a few
weeks ago.
The restaurant made waves online before opening with a post
about a certain salmon farm in
Iceland, which didn’t go down well
with the locals. I decided to lunch
there and put these doubts to rest—
and to see if the sullied salmon
made it to the menu.

needed to find the perfect spot for
him in Reykjavík. And what could
be more fitting than the
iconic Hotel Borg?”
Hot el B org i s
certainly an apt
location. True to
the Jamie Oliver
brand’s ‘family
first’ approach,
the interiors of
the new restaurant are group- and
child-friendly, spacious and inviting. During the course of redesign, an
art piece from the 1920s was discovered, adding a nice touch of history.

Location, location

Scarpi, our waiter for the day, recommended the planks and pasta.
While the ‘planks’ (1,790 ISK) are
a little gimmicky, the cold cuts are
not. The mozzarella is local, and the
salumi imported from the restaurant’s own supply chains in Italy.
The menu is faithful to the larger chain, with a nod to local produce. The pasta is made in-house—
a matter of pride for the restaurant.
We sampled an assortment of dishes. Our favourite was the sausage
casarecce (1,990/3,190 ISK), a freeform pasta with a pork and fennel
sausage ragu, served along with another first in Iceland, cime di rapa,

Jón Haukur Baldvinsson is the business partner who brought Jamie’s
Italian to Reykjavik. “I have been
very fond of Jamie Oliver and his
values on food standards, quality
ingredients, and the simplicity of
his cooking,” he explains. “I started playing in the kitchen from his
books and shows, because he’s so
enthusiastic and passionate. We
also knew that he was interested
in Icelandic food culture—we just

gpv.is/food
Share this + Archives

a broccoli rabe varietal. Gennaro’s
Bolognese (1,790/2,990 ISK) is a
silky tagliatelle with a deeply flavoured sauce. This is no Icelandic
“spaghetti og kjötsósa,” and comes
recommended.
We spotted a lamb lasagna as
well. As Jón says: “We’re the only
Jamie’s Italian to have lamb in our
lasagna, and it’s incredible. The
international food team is
impressed with the outcome.”
Despite the
friendly service
and tasty food,
what struck us
most w a s the
pricing. Jóhannes
Steinn, the head
chef, is on the record
saying that local Icelandic diners have been
neglected, and that the pricing
of Jamie’s Italian is designed in part
to attract a local clientele. Jón says it
was a conscious decision. “It was a
must when we were negotiating the
franchise deal,” he explains. “It’s a
family restaurant, and it was very
important to have fair pricing.”
I didn’t encounter any of the
online criticism the chain has
seemed to garner. It’s a cut above
similar restaurants in town, with
handmade pasta, above average imports, affordable wine, and locally
sourced ingredients, such as the
cheese. And the infamous salmon?
Absent.
Jamie’s Italian seems well on its
way to securing a steady place as a
family favourite, without breaking
the bank. And that’s as good as it
gets in Reykjavik today.

“It’s a family
restaurant—it
was important
to have fair
pricing.”

Planks and Pasta

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.400.kr

F I S H O F T H E D AY
chef´s special
3.800.kr

1 0 1 Ó Ð I N S T O R G R E Y K J AV Í K Í S L A N D S N A P S B I S T R O . I S
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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Poo

The

Alone In The Wild
A rainy highland getaway at Kerlingarfjöll
Words & Photos: John Rogers

How to get there
Take the bus from BSÍ / sba.is

Travel provided by:
sba.is

Accommodation provided by:
kerlingarfjoll.is

The journey towards the highlands
mountain resort of Kerlingarfjöll
starts early, on a grey and rainspattered late summer morning.
At the crowded BSÍ bus terminal,
travellers yawn as they wait in
line, their waterproof rucksacks
lined up neatly beside them. As
usual, I’m underdressed for the
inclement weather, wearing jeans,
boots, a sweater and a raincoat,
accompanied by a single clinking
tote bag full of booze, snacks, a
bluetooth speaker, and a pair of
ill-fitting rain pants. A familiar
feeling descends upon me as I regard the other passengers—that of

being a perpetually underprepared
hiker, heading out into the Highlands wilderness with an uncertain destiny.
A few hours later, after brief
stops at Geysir and Gullfoss, and a
bumpy crossing over the bleak and
beautiful highland desert, the bus
trundles down the unpaved track
into the Kerlingarfjöll mountain
resort. A tall, gnarled rust-andochre escarpment leans over the
camp, cradling a winding blue
river, a campsite, a visitors centre, and a small village of A-frame
cabins. My accommodation for the
night is one of the latter, and as I

enter from the persistent drizzle
and shake off the raindrops, I’m
delighted to find such luxuries as
made-up beds, radiators, a plug
socket, one bar of 3G signal, and
a small en-suite bathroom with a
hot shower.

ers scampering between the toilet block and their disconsolately
flapping tents. Without a flicker
of envy, I see a sole hiker trudge
ponderously up the gravelly trail
towards the main hiking trail,
the wind tearing at his clothing. I
take off my hiking boots decisively,
draw the curtains and settle in to
wait for a break in the downpour.
The evening draws in without
much improvement weather-wise,
but in the visitor centre dining
room they’re serving hot dinners
to French hikers, conspiratorial
couples, German families, and a
quiet Chinese tour group. I pretend
not to watch them while I tuck into
a piping hot dish of Plokkfiskur.
As the waitress takes my empty
plate, she mentions that most of
the hikers heeded the warnings
not to hike up to the Hveradalur
geothermal area today, but that
the weather looks set to improve by
morning. Back at the cabin, I drift
off to sleep quickly, serenaded by
the now torrential rain drumming
on the roof.

The highland trail of Kjölur: beautiful whatever the weather

Rained off
The cabin is even more appreciated as the day wears on. The grim
weather doesn’t let up, and I sit
huddled by the windows watching
the shower intensify into a violent
rainstorm. The sky darkens into
an inky grey blot, sending camp-

Stony banks
At around 10 am the skies clear,
and I stride out towards the trails
bathed in warm sunlight. The return bus to Reykjavík will come at 2
o’clock, making the approximately
four hour round trip to Hveradalur
overambitious. A sign at the base
of the mountain path tells of an
hour-long hike to a nearby wild
pool. Glancing regretfully at the
coloured markers trailing off into
the mountains, I turn left, and
start out along a faint path that
skirts the riverbank.
Every other hiker at Kerlingarfjöll takes the high road, and
there’s not a soul to be seen on the
low path. I cross steep scree slopes,
green hillocks, and the stony banks
of the river in peaceful solitude.

At one point, the distant red and
yellow anoraks of other hikers in
the sunlight briefly catch my eye,
then vanish over the high spine of
a mountain ridge a couple of hundred metres above ground level.
It’s the last I’ll see of them.

Secret pool
Little more than a sheep track, the
trail to the pool is an easy but engaging hike, alternately rounding
large rocks, crossing outcrops, or
vanishing into sand flats before reappearing and clinging to the edge
of the burbling stream. It passes
through a long corridor of sheer
cliffs that opens out into a wide,
sandy valley. I step carefully over
the stones of a tributary stream,
startling a grazing ram, who ushers a herd of sheep up into the foothills. I feel their eyes watching me
disappear into the distance.
After 45 minutes, I cross a final grassy slope and arrive at the
pool, and the path’s end. Past a
small wooden deck, a large pipe
sticks out above the pool’s rippling,
steaming surface, emitting a jet
of hot geothermal water. I strip
down in perfect privacy and slide
in. The rocks are slippery with
algae, and my feet sink into the
glittering black sand. A ceiling of
grey clouds has descended overhead once more, and starts to spit
fat droplets of cold rain, but in the
embrace of the water’s natural
warmth, the weather no longer
matters. I close my eyes and lie
back against the rocks and drift
away blissfully, with no concern
for city life, rainstorms, the long
journey home, or anything but this
delicious moment.
SHARE & PHOTO GALLERY:
gpv.is/travel

lsoy
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Pool of your dreams

The hills have eyes

Distance from Reykjavík
188 km

4.9
4.8
Solo bathing: the best
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Words: Jenna Mohammed
Photos: Art Bicnick

Pitch Black

Inside Raufarhólshellir, Iceland’s third largest lava tube

Foolhardy ptarmigans live here

Ferry trip provided by:
thelavatunnel.is

Speak, friend, and enter

The Raufarhólshellir lava tube, located in south Iceland, has colourful pitted walls and is rich with
jagged, iridescent, glimmering
rocks. One of the largest lava caves
in Iceland, Raufarhólshellir is the
among the most popular caves to
visit, mainly due to its accessibility—it’s just a thirty minute drive
from Reykjavík.
Taking the Ring Road to Raufarhólshellir is very therapeutic.
I stare at the moss-covered land
and mountains. The landscape
feels surreal. You can get lost in
the natural beauty along the way,
even wishing the drive were a
little longer. By comparison, Raufarhólshellir initially doesn’t look
like much, upon arrival. Currently,
the entrance is reminiscent of a
rest stop under construction: just
a parking lot and a store where you
can purchase food, merch, and lastminute supplies for the tour.

The cave you crave

Drums! Drums in the deep...

Looks can be deceiving, and the
real excitement begins behind
the big wooden door. 1360 metres
long and 10 metres high, the lava
tunnel is immediately astonishing. To make the journey more
tourist-friendly, the cave is traversed mostly via footbridge, so
you don’t have to stress about how
you’ve skipped the gym all year.
The standard tour lasts around an
hour as well. The other option is the
extreme lava tunnel tour that is a
four hour trek and it’s more intense
than the former.
As we trek into the wet and
dimly-lit cave, I wonder how this
massive tunnel came to be. Our
knowledgeable and experienced

Distance from
Reykjavík:
35 km

guide, Kaśka Paluch, is there to
answer all of our questions. The
eruption that created the lava flow
and formed the cave occurred over
4,000 years ago. Molten lava flowed
along a passage, collecting along all
sides of the channel, before cooling,
expanding and eventually hardening to create the cave roof. When
the lava flow stopped, it left behind
this concave tube, creating Raufarhólshellir. Oxidized elements
from the eruption created the vivid
maroon shades that characterise
the tunnel, frozen in a dripping
candle-wax effect.

The blackness
After observing the colourful, textured lava formations, we come to a
wider and lower area of the tunnel.
We’re told to turn off the lights on
our fashionable climbing helmets,
and as the lights in the cave are
turned off as well, we’re immersed
in total darkness. Kaśka informs us
that you can spend weeks or even
months in this type of darkness
and your eyes will never adjust
to it. In fact, it can damage your
eyes if you’re down there too long
with no light. I was surprised that
this was my favourite part of the
tour, as I’m terrified of the dark
and still sleep with a nightlight.
So, for those who fear darkness,
you’ll be so enthralled by the cave
that you’ll forget all about your fear
of the boogieman.
Raufarhólshellir is a great day
tour for both tourists and locals;
it’s the perfect place to go when
you don’t want to wander far away
from Reykjavík but still want to see
stunning nature. You’ll lava this
cave a lot.

17 - 1501 — HVÍTA HÚSIÐ / SÍA

E A R LY B I R D
C AT C H E S
After her time in Iceland, Naomi
arrives early at the airport so she
can enjoy her last hours there
before continuing her journey.

MORE TIME
FOR SHOPPING
To remember her time in Iceland,
she brings back home unique
souvenirs that she bought
at the airport.

GIVE YOURSELF
MORE TIME TO SHOP

W W W. K E F A I R P O R T . I S

Arrive early at Keflavík Airport and we will greet you with open arms.
Check in up to 2 ½ hours before your flight so you can have a lovely last
Icelandic experience. We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many charging
stations and a range of shops and restaurants so you can embrace the
last drops of Icelandic taste and feel — and of course Tax and Duty Free.
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Heimaey
Town Guide
Fine dining and a living landscape

How to get there:
Route One South, catch the ferry

Ferry trip provided by:
saeferdir.is

Vestmannaeyjar—or the Westman
Islands—are one of Iceland’s most
dramatic spots. Accessible daily by
plane or ferry, this tiny volcanic
archipelago of eleven islands—
and some smaller islets—is home
to just one town, located on the
main island of Heimaey. The twin
volcanoes of Helgafell and Eldfell
are visible from the town centre,
and both are hikeable; the town
also has various museums, shops,
activities and dining options, particularly in the summer season.

highest recommendation. It has
43 plush and comfortable rooms,
24 of which were renovated in 2014.
Those on a budget might want to
consider the humble but affordable
Guesthouse Hamar. If money is no
object, there are some stunning
properties available on Airbnb.

nic rocks, and leads to a dramatic
view of the sprawling Nýja Hraun
lava field, with the mainland’s
mountainous coast visible in the
distance.

Visit: Eldheimar
Hike: Eldfell

Stay: Hótel
Vestmannaeyjar
There are several options for your
stay in Vestmannaeyjar, but Hótel
Vestmannaeyjar comes with the

This hulking volcano became one
of the most infamous in the world
when it erupted suddenly and unexpectedly in 1973, forcing an evacuation of the island, engulfing part
of the town, and ultimately added
2.5 km² of new land to Heimaey. The
easy 40 minute hike to the summit
crosses ash plains and bright red,
orange, white and maroon volca-

Adventure
awaits
There’s so much more to Iceland than the airport.
Look for your next adventures online. They’re hiding in plain sight.
airicelandconnect.com

Eat: Slippurinn

man islands is a highlight of any
Vestmannaeyjar trip. A small motorboat will take you out into the
choppy water, steering between
large rock formations and into
watery caves. Between the aweinspiring views of the islands petering out into the foggy distance,
you’ll learn tidbits of information
about the history, geology, culture
and nature of the islands.

This legendary family-run island
eatery is run by the same folks who
are behind the much-loved Matur
og Drykkur restaurant in Reykjavík. There are few places in Iceland
that offer such a high standard of
New Nordic dishes, many of which
are made with seasonal, locally foraged ingredients. It’s only open
during the summer season, so
check their dates before you go—if
you get lucky, and it’s open, a meal
at Slippurinn is worth the trip to
Vestmannaeyjar alone.

Café: Gott

Distance from
Reykjavík:
144 km

This museum focuses on the aforementioned eruption that destroyed
400 homes and businesses, and
forced the entire population of
5,300 inhabitants to flee to the
mainland. At the time of the eruption, it seemed doubtful that the
islanders would ever return. The
museum is newly built and highly
modern, and contains some semiunearthed houses and several engrossing interactive displays.

Trip: Boat Tour
A boat tour of the smaller West-

In the winter time, Slippurinn is
closed, sadly. The next best place
to eat is the cosy Gott café, right in
the heart of the town. Ostensibly a
health food café, the tag is slightly
deceptive—their tasty salads and
chunky wraps come drenched in
sauce and teeming with rich ingredients. Nonetheless, the menu
is hearty and affordable, and the
comfortable dining room is a nice
place to relax between bouts of exploration.
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News From The Countryside
Words: Valur Grettisson
A man in his forties has been hit with a restraining order by a
thirteen-year-old boy who is his neighbour in Breiðdalsvik, near
Egilsstaðir, in the east of Iceland. The man is said to have been
harrassing the boy for around two years at least, after he accused
him of vandalism. The restraining order will be in effect for two
months, and is the result of
many failed attempts
by the local police to
reconcile them.

ADVENTURE
AT SEA
WITH THE PROS
FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI
BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS

Tel: +(354) 519 5000

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC

WHALE WATCHING

A partygoer was busted
with a joint at a “freshman ball” at Fjölbrautaskóli Suðurnesja
in Reykjanesbær. The
police crashed the ball with a sniffer dog
which marked the unlucky person. The kid
was brought down to the police station where
the police took down his statement—and his
joint. He was free to go after that.

EL-01

At the beginning of September, two
huge rocks fell on Súðavíkurhlíð, a road that
connects the towns of Súðavík and Ísafjörður in
the Westfjords. It is reported that there have not
been many similar incidents, and this one was probably caused by rain. The road has now been cleared,
so the people of Westfjords can once again travel
between towns.

Daily departures
available

Picks: Best Of Iceland

A selection of winners from our Best Of Iceland travel magazine

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS

WHALE WATCHING
Hostel:
Héraðsskólinn,
Laugarvatn

Beach:
Karl Úrsmiður,
Selfoss

Coffee House:
Bókakaffið,
Selfoss

More of a hostel than a hotel,
Hérðasskólinn in the lakeside town
of Laugarvatn was a school building
before it was renovated into guest
accommodation. It can be expensive
to stay in Iceland, but affordable and
charming options like this make
things more manageable. It also has
the added benefit of being located
in the heart of the Golden Circle, so
it’s positioned amongst some of the
natural gems of the south. EÞ

This 50-year-old metalsmith is a family business and a must-see for every
bling-loving traveller. It was founded
by Karl R. Guðmundsson, and is now
run by his son Bogi Karlsson and
his family. In this large and fashionable store you can shop for gold,
gems and watches, while you get your
cuckoo clock fixed. “He has the biggest jewellery shop in Iceland, and it’s
in Selfoss,” observed a panelist. EÞ

There are not many used bookshops left in Iceland, but one of the
better ones is actually in the small
town of Selfoss. It is a cosy cafe
where you can enjoy cakes and
good coffee surrounded by shelves
of books. The mood is easy-going,
and it’s the perfect place to spend
a lazy afternoon in a setting that
make you feel smart. EÞ

EXHIBITION

Edge
Effects

17.06.–24.09.2017
Kati Gausmann
Ráðhildur Ingadóttir
Richard Skelton

Keflavík
International
Airport

Eyrarbakki

Adults (10 years+)
19.990 ISK
Min. height 140cm

NORTHERN LIGHTS CRUISE

restaurant with a view

T he Blue Sea

Adults 10.990 ISK
7-15 years 5.495 ISK
0-6 years free

Seyðisfjörður, East Iceland
Wednesdays
12.00-20.00

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

skaftfell.is • frontiersinretreat.org

at the Ölfusá bridge

open daily 11:30-22:00

–

See schedules on
whalewatchingakureyri.is

Hafið Bláa

Center for Visual Art

Open Daily
12.00-18.00

Daily departures
available

Vík

SKAFTFELL –
GALLERY

EL-06

REYKJAVÍK

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?

Reykjavík

Classic and
Express tours
also available from
Akureyri.

5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki

Elding Whale Watching Reykjavík . Ægisgardur 5 . Reykjavik's Old Harbour
Tel: +(354) 519 5000 . elding.is . elding@elding.is
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THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

SAGA RECAP

The Saga of
Ketill Salmon

Trolls, shit talking and, of course, some murder
Words: Grayson Del Faro

Illustration: Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

To celebrate the return of the
world’s favorite fantasy-violenceporn series to its favorite fantasy-violence-porn TV station, I’ve
decided to recap the closest thing
that the Icelandic sagas have to a
fantasy-violence-porn trilogy. It’s
got it all: blood-splatter, steamy
infidelity, fire-breathing dragons, and hair growing on unlikely
body parts. If that doesn’t intrigue
you, then fuck off. Part One of the
Sagas of Hrafnista is the Saga of
Ketill Salmon and yes, it does involve traveling a great distance
and returning home to breed.

Fishing for compliments
So there’s this island off the coast
of Norway called Hrafnista. A
guy named Hallbjörn Half-Troll
has a son named Ketill. Hallbjörn
and Ketill don’t get along. When
Ketill’s a kid, he runs away and returns three days later with a very
nice chair. He gives this to his
mother just to tell her how much
he loves her, and not his father.
His father tells him not to go to
the north but he does anyway.
There he sees a dragon that gets
all up in his face, breathing fire
and shit, so Ketill chops it right in
half with his axe. When he returns
home and his father asks if he encountered any hostility, Ketill tells
him that he chopped a salmon in
half, earning him his nickname.
There is a famine, so Ketill’s
dad sends him off to some fjords
to fish. In one fjord Ketill finds
a hut and outside of it, some pits
filled with meat, including salted
human carcasses. Let’s call them
Donner Party Kebabs! That sounds
cute, doesn’t it? Anyway, Ketill is
grossed out, so he trashes the food
and cuts off the head of the offending giant when he returns to his

hut. In the other fjord, Ketill ends
up killing another giant who keeps
stealing Ketill’s fish. When he returns, his father asks if he stayed
in peace during his journeys and
Ketill replies simply, “Yes.”

Out with the old,
Finn with the new
Ketill sets out on another fishing expedition and a huge storm
blows him north into Finnmark,
the land of the “Finns,” which is
what Icelanders called the Saami
people. Here he meets a man nice
giant named Brúni, who lets Ketill
sleep with his daughter Hrafnhildur. Brúni throws a skin over them
so they may bone in peace because
he has some Finns coming over
to pick up butter. For some reason, throughout the sagas, both
“Finns” and trolls are frequently
paid in butter. Finally, an economic system we can agree on!
Ketill stays the winter there,
learning the art of archery from
Brúni and the art of gland-togland combat from Hrafnhildur.
When he’s ready to leave, Brúni
warns Ketill not to take a certain
path for fear of encountering the
Gusir, King of the Finns who lurks
in the woods, so Ketill promptly
takes it and runs into him. They
exchange a series of shitty poems,
like:
Ur an asshole
A smelly one
I’mma kill u
Jerk, asshole
And:
No, I’mma win
Ur a bitch or whatever
Die, bitch
Or whatever
Then they shoot arrows at each
other and Gusir dies, which means

that Brúni is now King of the Butterocracy of Finnmark.

Hrafnhildurs and
Hrafnhildon’ts
Ketill returns home to his father.
One day Hrafnhildur shows up
with their baby, Grímur, who was
born with half of his face hairy.
Despite being half-troll himself,
Hallbjörn is prejudiced against giantesses and forces her away. She
promises to return in three years.
Although Ketill is still in love with
Hrafnhildur, Hallbjörn forces him
to marry another woman with
whom he promptly has a daughter and names her—you guessed
it—Hrafnhildur. When GiantessHrafnhildur returns, Ketill invites her to live with them but she
returns home with a broken heart.
When
Human-Hrafnhildur
grows up, some dude called Framarr asks to marry her. She’s
like, “Nah,” and he’s like so many
shitty dudes are when women
“nah” them: he gets all aggro and
challenges her father to a duel.
The night before the duel, Ketill is
freezing outside and a man named
Böðmóður invites him inside, offering to hold a shield for Ketill
during the battle. With his help,
Ketill faces off against Framarr,
who is magically impervious to
metal. They yell lame poems at
each other until Ketill thinks to
use the other side of his sword,
which inexplicably manages to
cut Framarr open. He dies with a
final, Rihanna-inspired poem:
I have been killed by Salmon
Ella, ella, ella
Eh, eh, eh
Killed by salmonella
Böðmóður marries Human-Hrafnhildur and they live happily ever
after… until the drama continues
in the next issue with the Saga of
Grímur Hairy-Cheek.

Morals of the story:
1. If you love your parents, show
them with well-made furniture.
2. If you don’t love your parents,
date someone they would hate.

Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is
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Stella Soffía Jóhannesdóttir

Here We Go Again
The Reykjavík International Literary Festival
returned on September 6th
Words: Björn Halldórsson Photo: Art Bicnick
The Reykjavík International Literary Festival will be held for the
thirteenth time this year, from
September 6th—9th at venues all
around Reykjavík. The festival
has previously hosted big names
such as Kurt Vonnegut, Margaret
Atwood, Haruki Murakami and
Günter Grass, along with a selection of Icelandic writers, and a
multitude of lesser known authors and poets from across the
globe.
The festival is a biennial affair, which
comes with a unique
set of cha l lenges.
"You have to remind
everyone in time: Hey,
we're on this year!"
says festival director
Stel la Soffía Jóhannesdóttir. 		
"During the first year
after a festival, it's all
packed in a shoebox
somewhere, but then you pop it
open and everything starts up
again. The last couple of months
are always utter chaos—you’re
ploughing through everything
that needs to be done like a bulldozer. This is the fifth year that

I'm running this thing so you'd
think I'd be used to it by now but
still every year I go, ‘Wow! Was it
this crazy last time?’"

Selecting authors
A benefit of the two-year break
between festivals is having the
time to carefully pick who’ll participate the year after. Stella explains, "We keep our eyes open
for anything promising, and also
try to eavesdrop on
what's coming down
t he pi ke f rom t he
Icelandic publishing
houses, although, not
nearly all of the visiting authors are published in Icelandic.
Sometimes authors
also get in touch with
us directly, like with
the cricket team," she
laughs.
" Yes, th i s yea r we have a
cricket team. It's a cricket club
that was founded a hundred years
ago and has included people like
Arthur Conan Doyle, JM Barrie
and PG Wodehouse. To get in you
must be a published author, and

"Every
year I go:
Wow! Was
it this
crazy last
time?"

you have to really like cricket.
They'll play cricket as a part of
the festival, and will also play
against an Icelandic team while
they're here. Who knew that Iceland had a cricket team?"

Magic in the air
One of the joys of the festival is
the uniquely open and accessible
atmosphere that surrounds its
events and its participants. "All
the authors we've ever hosted
have been an absolute delight!"
Stella exclaims. "It doesn't matter
whether it's Nobel prize winners
like Hertha Müller and Svetlana
Alexievich, or bestselling authors
like David Sedaris, Dave Eggers
and Coetzee, or lesser known poets and authors who are at their
first festival. They're all just so
nice and so grateful to be able to
take part." She continues, laughing, "Seriously, no joke, there's a
kind of magic in the air during
the festival. It probably has something to do with the size of it. It
doesn't have to grow any bigger
than it is now—if it did, we might
lose some of that magic."

Crossing forms
and genres
Although there are traditional
readings, a big part of the festival revolves around panel discussions with two to three authors
speaking together on a unified
theme.
"It's fun puzzling over which
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"There's a kind
of magic in
the air during
the festival."

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi

authors to pair up for the events,
finding some kind of mutual basis
through which they can discuss
their work," Stella says. "We try to
make room for everything during
the festival: literary fiction and
poetry as well as genre fiction. We
want to appeal to as many readers
as possible. That's why I particularly like it when we cross forms
and pair together a poet and
a novelist, or a poet and a nonfiction author. We pick themes
or titles for the talks but by and
large the authors are free to do as
they please. If you're an artistic
director, you can't put too many
restrictions on the artists. You
have to let them do their thing."

Free entry
Another aspect of the openness
of the festival is the fact that it's
free entry, with no need for reserving seats online beforehand.
"Charging admission for literary
events is just not really done in
Iceland," Stella says. "People can
just come and go as they please
as long as there is room. It's also
a perfect setting for non-Icelandic
speakers, as the discussions all
take place in English, this being
an international festival."
But despite the discussions being

held in English, another unique
feature of the Reykjavík Literary
Festival is the insistence that the
authors read in their native language or any other language of
their choosing.
"Han Kang, who is attending
this year, will be reading in Korean, for example," Stella says. "As
usual, we will provide listeners
with printouts containing the
English translation during her
reading, as well as having the Icelandic translation on an overhead
projector. It requires tremendous
amounts of planning to gather
and synchronize all these translations and it can get pretty complicated accommodating everyone,
but it's always fun.”
In the past, the festival has
used onstage interpreters for
authors who wanted to perform
their writing, rather than read
it from a page. “I remember an
author who read in Arabic, which
was very challenging for the person working the overhead projector, who had no means of following the text because he couldn’t
read the words,” says Stella. “Yet
still, everything worked out perfectly. We also had a cartoonist from Greenland who read in
Greenlandic while we threw his
drawings up on the wall behind

him. Quite often, the works of
literature that we're translating
have never appeared in English
before, with both Icelandic and
international authors. This year,
for example, we have the poetry
of Maja Lee Langvad, a DanishKorean poet whose work has never
appeared in English before."
The Book Ball
The festival closes with the
famed Book Ball, where the participants and organizers can blow
off some steam after the week's
hectic schedule. It’s the only part
of the festival that requires a paid
admission, but Stella is adamant
that the ball is just as open to everyone as the other events.
"Everyone should buy a ticket
and go to the Book Ball, simple
as that," she says. "Anyone is welcome, and it's a real ball, with a
band and everything. It's such a
great way to end the festival, and
underlines the fact that nobody
here is taking themselves too seriously. Everybody just shows up
ready to dance—especially the
authors. The festival is almost
entirely run with the help of volunteers and donated work, so it's
crucial for us that people have
fun."

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

Certificate of Excellence
———— 2016 ————

ICELANDIC RESTAURANT & BAR
Tasty tapas and drinks by the old harbour
Ta b l e r e s e r v a t i o n s : + 3 5 4 5 1 7 1 8 0 0 - w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is
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REYKJAVÍK OF YORE

No swastikas to be seen

Quality Craft Beer

A Retirement
Home For Houses
Words: Valur Grettissom

Photo: Art Bicnick

The house at Þingholtsstræti 9
wasn’t removed because someone
sprayed a swastika on it, although
that is what you were thinking,
right? No, dummy, the house was
removed because of age discrimination. It was concerned way too
old and way too useless to be a
part of single block in downtown
Reykjavík. This was thought to be

a serious issue at the time. As you
can see, the police was present at
this removal.
As is the case with old people
who can’t keep up with the snowflake millennials and the complicated anxiety cases of the X
generation, the house was put in
a retirement home. It probably
sounds surprising—and perhaps

oddly thoughtful—but we do have
a retirement home for houses. It’s
called Árbæjarsafn and it’s pretty
much where houses goes to die, and
all the families in Reykjavík get the
chance to witness it. And perhaps
they can learn a thing or two about
Iceland’s history at the same time,
although they rarely do.
The house was removed 1969 but
the empty space wasn’t reused until 2010, when Reykjavíkurborg, the
very same that sentenced the old
house to Árbæjarsafnið, decided to
put up a lovely square in the name
of the feminist, Bríet Bjarnhéðinsdóttir, who fought courageously
for a better world for women at the
beginning of the 20th century.

Aðalstræti 9 • tel: +354 5196455 • Facebook: Skuli Craft Bar
Sun - Thu 15:00 - 23:00 • Fri - Sat 15:00 - 01:00

Photo by Reykjavík Museum of Photography

GHOST STORIES

The
Midwife Of
The Elves

Words: Paul Fontaine
Illustration: Elín Elísabet

• Skólavör›ustígur 19 tel.: (+354) 552 1890
• Borgartún 31
tel.: (+354) 562 1890

WWW.HANDKNIT.IS

As many of our readers know, Iceland has Celtic roots. In addition
to bringing over a lot of the myths
and legends of the Norse people,
Icelanders also borrowed Celtic
folktales, amongst other things.
The story of the Midwife of the
Elves is a great example of this
early cultural appropriation.
The story tells of a poor midwife, who was one night awakened and summoned by an elf to
her home in a hill. There, she was
brought to a high-ranking elf in
labour, and was asked to help with
the delivery of her baby. She did
so, successfully, and the elves were
very grateful. So grateful, in fact,
that they gave the midwife a gift:
they put a special ointment over
one of her eyes, enabling her to see
“the hidden world” with that eye
wherever she went. There was just

one catch, and that was that she
must never tell a soul about her
new ability.
You can see where this is going. One day many years later, she
spilled the beans when she encountered an elf and let on that
she could see her. The elf asked,
“With which eye were you able to
see me?” The midwife indicated
which eye, and the elf prompted
poked her in that eye, hard enough
to render her blind for good.
Many Icelanders k now this

story or variations of it, but it
can also be found in Ireland and
England. The story is very old,
and in fairness, there is really no
way to know who was first to tell
it. It is possible Icelanders “borrowed” the story from one of their
Irish slaves. It is also possible that
Norse people who settled in Gaelic
regions brought the story with
them. Either way, it’s a very creepy
cautionary tale about gratitude,
and minding your ow n damn
business.

The name of this small mountain is Álfaborg, or Elf-city.

WWW.IOYO.IS

CREATE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!

TRAVEL AROUND
THE COUNTRY AT
YOUR OWN PACE
DIFFERENT MEETING POINTS AVAILABLE
SEE WWW.IOYO.IS

BOOK NOW!

ON WWW.IOYO.IS

AT YOUR RECEPTION

SCHEDULED BUSES
& BUS PASSPORTS
BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •

+354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is • www.ioyo.is
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HOUR OF THE WOLF

Crack Pipes And
Pipe Dreams
Game designer by day,
bouncer by night
DON’T ASK NANNA...

... About
Racist Jokes
Words: Nanna Árnadóttir
Hi Nanna,
OK, I was out with friends for dinner at
Gandhi and while we were eating I put
on my best Apu accent and made some
jokes. “Thank you, come again,” head wiggling, you know. All of it was in the spirit
of fun but my friends told me it was racist.
I wouldn’t dream of actually offending
anyone but my friends insisted. So, what’s
your verdict; are they right or am I?
Nahasapeemapetilon
Hi Nahasapeemapetilon,
As long as you don’t mean to be offensive then
it’s impossible for you to actually be offensive. You’re a goat fucking piece of human
garbage—no offense! See?

Words:
Jenna
Mohammed
Photo:
Varvara
Lozenko

“I’m a bouncer, I throw people out
and maintain order,” says Tumi Sveinn Snorrason. Working late nights at
Prikið, Tumi has seen his fair share of
rowdy drunks. For him, the best part
of the job is not actually being on the
job. “I know all the bouncers here, we’re
all friends, so when there’s not much
to do and we aren’t working, that’s the
best part,” he says. “I wouldn’t say the
best part is when I get to throw someone
out.” Being a bouncer at Prikið, however, has its fun moments. “It’s great just
watching drunk people do stupid shit,”
says Tumi. “That’s the funniest thing.”

Stay off the crack
Tumi recounts an unforgettable moment on the job, when he had to handle
an ominous drunk with a crack pipe.
“There was this drug addict, he was
just off his rocker,” Tumi recalls. “I
was working at this rock bar and he
knew someone who worked there, but
we wouldn’t let him in, and he just

Don't smoke crack around this guy. You'll get in trouble.

kept rambling on. He was so out of
it, and he had a crack pipe. I stood in
the doorway ready to slam the door
on him; he knew he wouldn’t get in.
He kept shouting nonsense like, ‘MY
GRANDMA DOESN’T LET ME RAP
ANYMORE!’ and threw the crack pipe
over the house. His clothes were gradually falling off, and we called the police. They had to chase him while he
was naked. He jumped into a pond and
the police had to get him out. That’s
probably the weirdest thing I’ve seen.”

Freelance dreams
When Tumi isn’t dealing with troublemakers, he’s pursuing his personal interests. “I’m a freelance game
designer, but ‘freelancer’ essentially
just means unemployed and between
projects. I have this job because it can
easily be my fulltime or part-time job.
If I have things to work on, I can do
bouncer work once a week. It’s flexible
enough to work with whatever schedule I need.”

SHOT OF THE ISSUE by Art Bicnick

I for one, am surprised your friends don’t find
your hilarious racist jokes funny. Obviously
they don’t understand that white people are
normal and everyone else talks weird and all
those people from different cultures and of
different colours are there for your amusement, just caricatures waiting for you to
wear them like a hat and discard when the
meal is over.
Does that clear things up?
‘Kay Thanks, Bæ,
Nanna
Hey Nanna,
Which Reykjavik restaurant is the most
overrated?
Gourmand
Hey Gourmand,
Hlöllabátar! Suck it haters, I don’t care if you
love it, it’s trash!
Nanna
A girl releasing rescued
puffins back into the wild in
The Westman Islands

Don't email: nanna@grapevine.is
Don't tweet at: @NannaArnadottir

West-Iceland

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE DIRECTLY AT:

One of twenty places
in the world you must see
before you die.

- CNN Standing inside
a volcano is a strangely
emotional experience.

- The Guardian The world feels a little
more remarkable having seen
the inside of its machinery.

- Financial Times -
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Calling Out
The Copy Cats:
A Food Rant

DAY TOURS
NT

WE GUIDE IN 10 L ANGUAGES

Words: Shruthi Basappa
Dear Food Purveyors,
Stop taking Icelandic diners for a ride!
On one hand it is hard enough to have to
contend with the dairy monopoly MS warping
collective palates with their saline block imitation feta and pudding-like Greek yoghurt.
Now, it’s as if Icelandic food culture is under
attack just as it is coming into its own.
My Facebook feed is filled with ads and
recommendations to subscription food services (looking at you Eldum Rétt) offering
an insultingly watered-down approach to
home cooking, rife with ingredient swapping
and bold cultural appropriation. Restaurant
menus too indulge in the same dalliances. A
frequent offender being dishes dubbed “Indian” due to a sprinkling of mystery “curry
powder” which sends real Desi fare scurrying
for cover by mere association.
It would be fun if slapping a foreign country’s name on your dish automatically bequeathed to you that culture’s entire culinary
history, but that’s not how it works. At best it’s
lazy; at worst it’s blatant orientalist exoticising. If you are going to copycat, please extend
the same respect to other cuisines that you
afford to Icelandic cuisine.
Here are a list of things that get my goat in
no specific order of annoyance:
- Supermarkets selling round loaves of bread as
pita. Err.. what?
- Emmessis and Kjörís selling us thickened air
as ice-cream.
- Frozen baked goods from Denmark sold as
fresh in-house treats.
- Tubs of white gelatin which MS insists is sour
cream.
And while I’m at it, for Christmas, I’d like a
proper fishmonger. One that sells whole fish,
and razor clams (why not?!). And trash that
slimy, pre-marinade goop!
We, the paying public, deserve better.
The restaurants, the media, and the stores
are letting us down. We are letting ourselves
down. When we buy food, we are buying an
experience, an education in taste, texture and
culture. We are building a memory that we
will look back on. We should strive for more
than paying lip service to culinary traditions,
more than Instagram likes.
There’s work to do here. What’re you
waiting for?
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